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EXECUTIVE SUMrWRY
This experiment is part of a project that was initiated in response
to a growing concern about the usability of DSN operational software. The
level of complaints that the software was hard to use indicated that some
action was necessary to make the software "easier to use". The goal of this
project was to increase understanding of the dynamics of the Nan Computer
Interface (NCI) so that it could be designed to be easier to use.
The project plan was to hold focus groups to identify the factors
influencing the "ease of use" characteristics of software and to bound the
problem. A questionnaire survey was conducted to evaluate those factors
which were more appropriately measured with that method. The performance
oriented factors were analyzed and relationships hypothesized. The hypotheses
were put to test in the experimental phase of the project.
The specific factors influencing the operation of the NCI were
suggested to be: dialogue control. alternative displays, task/command compat-
ibility, task complexity,, command stucture and documentation organization.
The dialogue control issue is whether the operator controls the NCI dialogue
or the computer system controls the dialogue. The alternative display issue
is whether the computer system displays the alternatives available to the
operator or not. The task/command compatibility is whether the command
arguments are in the same order as the task parameters or not. Task complexity
is the mental work required to accomplish the task. Command structure relates
to the decision tree which the command structure forces the operator to use,
i.e., wide and shallow or deep and narrow. The documentation organization
issue is whether the command listings are presented in a functional order
(that is related to the functioning of the system) or not. In addition the
experiment attempts to measure several operator characteristics to be used
as mediating variables to reduce the effects of differential operator skills
and abilities. Typing skill, spatial ability and analytic ability tests
were administered to the experimental operators.
The experiment involved use of a simulated computer system in
which system and task oriented variables were controlled. Skills and ability
tests were administrated through the same computer system used in the per-
formance tests. The experimental operators were given a sequence of con-
trolled tasks and asked to accomplish those tasks with a command format
which was randomly assigned to them. They used the same format through the
experiment. Their inputs and performances times were recorded for analysis.
One-hundred six experimental operators completed the experiment and provided
the data for the following conclusions.
It was hypothesized that a computer controlled dialogue provides
better performance for inexperienced operators and operator controlled dia-
Logue provides better performance for experienced operators. The performance
data indicate that this relationship varies with the task complexity. For
simple tasks there was essentially no differential effect between command
F	 formats (i.e., the dialogue control direction was not important). With
inexperienced operators the computer controlled dialogue did indeed give
{	 somewhat better performance for complex tasks. The experienced operator
part of the hypotheses was not supported. It appears that the experiment
did not run long enough to expose this effect. Other research has found
that operator preference for operator controlled dialogue develop between 25
to 50 hours on a system.
A strong effect was found in the command structure issue hypoth-
esis. The wide shallow decision tree formats required considerably longer
time than the narrow deep decision tree formats.
The data illustrated that the documentation style of the operators
manual has a strong effect on the performance time and on the operators
attitude. Operation manuals with commands grouped together functionally
supported better performance than manuals with commands listed alphabetically.
The experimental operators liked the menu format the most and the
short form mnemonic the least. They felt that the menu format was the most
friendly. The prompt and menu formats were the easiest to learn with the
short form mnemonic the hardest.
A cursory examination of the relationships between the ability
variables with the performance time variable indicate that the spatial and
analytic ability variables do not have any significant correlations. Pos-
sible explanations are that the tasks may not have truly measured the
'specific abilities, it may be due to an artifact of the analysis, or most
likely there is in fact no relationship. Some format differential correl-
ations are expected between the typing skills and the performance. However,
the observed correlations are inconclusive and no clear statement can be
made about the population relationship. Further data refinement and data
analysis may bring out more interesting results.
In summary, the initial analysis indicates that:
I. There is an initial performance effect favoring computer controlled
dialogue but the advantage fades fast as operators become experienced.
2. The user documentation style has a significant effect on performance.
3. The menu and prompt command formats are prefered by inexperienced
operators.
4. The short form mnemonic is least favored.
S. There is no clear best command format but the short form mnemonic is
clearly the worst.
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1.0
	 INTRODUCTION
The consideration of Hunan Factors in the design f commend and
control systems is becoming increasingly important. Systems are becoming
increasingly more complex, and more functions are being loaded onto
systems operators. both of these factors lead to potential operator dif-
fi-illties. Human factors is the analysis of the way in which human
operator characteristics interact with the system characteristics. An
understanding of human characteristics allows the system designer to
design the system to match those human characteristics. Neglects
human. factors in system design leads to mismatched systems with reducJ
operator satisfaction and increased turnover, decreased performancet
and increased risk of operator errors.
Although desirable $ including human factors in system design
is difficult for several reasons. The normal 0Ing curriculum does
not train the designer in human factors. Typically. a designer's experi-
ence does not prepare him to include human factors in his design. In
addition, human factors specialists are in very short supply. There are
no recognized academic programs in this area. Although the physiological
issues in human factors are well covered by Hunan Engineering Handbooks.
the cognitive issues are not covered very well at all. And it appears
that the cognitive issues in the operation of a computer system are more
important than the physiological issues. The human factors literature
is either in the form of very specific research published in journals
not normally available to system designers (nor in language familiar to
them) or in the form of generalizations which are difficult to use. It
would be very valuable to have a set of guidelines and specific recommen-
dations to aid the system designer in his efforts. Even more important
than specific design guidelines is a better understanding of the funda-
mental issues so that the Man Computer Interface (MCI) design can be
generalized
The Mission Operations Division of the Jet Propulsion Laborato-
ry, recognizing the need for a better understanding of Human factors
issues and desiring specific MCI design guidelines, commissioned the DSN
Human Factors Project with the University of So9ithern California. Dr.
Thomas H. Martin was the principal investigator and Roy Chafin was the
research assistant. The project consisted of a series of focus groups
to identify the pertinent human factors issues, a survey to measure
operator attitude issues, and an experiment to investigate performance
issues. The focus group and survey activity has been or will be reported
in separate reports. This report covers primarily the experimental
activity.
2.0	 SCOPE
This report covers the experimental phase of the OSN Human
Factor Project. The intent bf this report is to discuss human factor
issues, describe the experiment and present the results, conclusions, and
recommendations for MCI design. The experimental Issues are discussed
In Section 4.0 9
 and the experimental hypotheses tested in the experiment
are presented in Section 5.0. The experimental design is discussed in
detail in Section 6.0 with the description of the experiment presented
in Section 7.0. The results of the experiment are presented in Section
9.0 and their implictions discussed in Section 10.0. Conclusions are
presented in Section 11.0 and recommendations in Section 12.0. Detailed
experimental data is included in the Appendix together with some sup-
porting theoretical material and also some specific design recommend-
ations for the DSN.
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4.0	 ISSUES
The principle issues in man computer interface design (MCI) are:
will it work?, and has the best interface been selected?. These issues are
much too broad to discuss meaningfully, so more detailed issues are needed
which are more ameanable to measurement and analysis. These issues were
determined to be: dialogue control, alternative displays, task/command
compatibility, task complexity, command structure, and documentation organiz-
ation.
Dialogue Control
Dialogue control refers to the direction of control of the man
computer interface. The computer can control the dialogue or conversely the
operator can control the dialogue. Menu and prompt command formats are
examples of computer controlled dialogue and the mnemonic command format is
an example of an operator controlled format. The computer controlled dialogue
is normally associated with "user friendly" MCI designs, that is they are
expected to be easier for the user than operator controlled dialogues.
However, several authors have observed that after an operator is thoroughly
familiar with a menu format he very often becomes very impatient (1). The
flexibility of the operator controlled dialogue (mnemonic) allows a knowl-
edgable operator to save time and effort and go right to the command that he
knows is needed.
Alternatives Displayed
The MCI can be designed to provide the operator with a list of
alternative inputs or it can be designed so that he must know the alternatives
himself (or refer to documentation). The menu command format is an example
of a format which displays the alternatives that the operator has at each step
in the commanding process.
Task/Command Compatibility
The arguments in the command format can be ordered in the same
order as the task parameters are presented in a task assignment, or they
can be ordered in a manner entirely unrelated to the task parameter order.
If the command format is compatible with task structure (that is their para-
meter/argument orders are the same) then it is expected that the job of the
operator is easier, he can niap the task parameters directly into the command
arguments.
Task Complexity
Task complexity is a measure of the difficulty an individual
encounters when accomplishing a given task. This is not a very satisfying
concept because it's measurement depends too much on individual abilities.
In order to separate the concept of task complexity from individual variations
we can go back to a more fundamental concept that is contained entirely
within the characteristics of the task itself. The difficulty in the experi-
mental tasks is in selecting commands or command elements which accurately
accomplish the task. All potential commands must be evaluated as to their
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ability to accomplish the task. A measure of the difficulty then is the
number of possible tasks (corresponding to the number of commands or command
elements). Also the number of decisions required to accomplish the task
influences its difficulty. A command that has nine elements requires ten
distinct decisions. The first is the decision as to which command to use, the
remaining nine are for each of the nine elements. A task with only two
elements requires three decisions. A task with nine elements requires more
information (and more work from the operator) than a task with only two
elements, so therefore, we can consider the nine element task more complex
than the two element task. Task complexity is operationalized by counting
the number of parameters plus one.
Command Structure
Command formats can be designed to use very shallow and wide
decision trees, very deep and narrow decision trees, or something in between.
A shallow/wide decision tree (Figure 4-1) allows the operator make the decision
in one step but he has to chose from a large number of potential alternatives.
A deep/narrow decision tree (Figure 4-2) forces the operator to make many
decisions each from a small number of potential alternatives to reach the
final decision.
Shallow/Wide
Decision Tree
Figure 4-1
Documentation Organization
Deep/Narrow
Decision Tree
Figure 4-2
The documentation that the operator uses as an aid can be organized
so the commands are functionally related or they are not functionally
related. Functionally related means that commands associated with a specific
function are grouped together, titled with that function and appropriately
indexed. In this experiment, the short form nmemomic command format was
divided into two treatments, one for each of the manual variable states.
Short Form one provided a manual in which the command descriptions where
organized functionally. That is all the ship control commands were grouped
together, the radar commands together, etc.. The operator could find the
specific desired command by matching the system title with the task (ship
control with ship control) then scanning only that group listing for the
appropriate command to accomplish the task. The short form two format listed
all the individual commands alphabetically. Therefore, the operator had to
scan the entire list of commands to find the one that he wanted.
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gyrator Experience
The concept of operator experience is operational ized by the number
of times that the operator has accomplished a task using a specific system.
For example, it might be the number of times that he has issued a ship control
command. It is assumed that experience reinforces and solidifies the opera-
tor's internal model which allows him to accomplish the task easier (i.e.,
better performance).
Cognitive Simplicity
Cognitive Simplicity (see Appendix A) involves those characteristics
of a process that make it easy to understand. Typically, it refers to aids
built into the system which assist the operator in understanding the process.
Process Simplicity
Process Simplicity involves those characteristics of a process that
make it easy to use, that is, make easy to accomplish the process.
t^
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r5.0
	 HYPOTHESES
IY is easier for the operator when the computer controls the MCI
dialogue during of an ordered series of commands (for example, the initializa-
tion and the configuration commands of a system). The operator doesn't have
to remember the order and he doesn't have to be concerned that he will forget
a command or enter one out of order. However, it is easier for an operator
to control the MCI dialogue when simple commands are entered. It is easier
because he doesn't have to wait for the computer to present it's prompt or
menu. Also, it is more satisfying because he has the feeling that he is in
charge.
H1: Operator performance is greater when the computer controls the dialogue
for a series of commands and when the operator controls the dialogue for
individual commands.
We would expect that the performance of an inexperienced operator
would be better when the computer controlled the MCI dialogue and it would be
better for an experienced operator when he controls the MCI dialogue. When
the operator's knowledge is low (lacks experience), he must look the command
up in the %.ucumentation. Time is saved when the computer leads him through
the process, and he doesn't have to look up the command. When he is
experienced, he knows what to do so he doesn't have to look up the command (1).
H2: Inexperienced operator performance is better when the computer controls
the MCI dialogue. Experienced operator performance is better when the
operator controls the MCI dialogue.
The performance of an inexperienced operator is greater when the
alternative actions available to him are displayed on the CRT and he does not
have to refer to the documentation. He selects the next action from the
list on the display thus saving the time required to search the documentation.
When he has developed sufficient experience, he knows what to do so he does
not have to refer to the documentation nor does he need the display. The
time required to display the list of alternatives increase the operator's
response time. Also, the extraneous information is an annoyance to him (1).
H3: The performance of an inexperienced operator is greater when alternative
actions are available to him on the CRT display. And the performance of
an experienced operator is greater when the alternative actions available
to him are not displayed.
We would expect that operators performance would be inversely
related to the command complexity. Command complexity is the range of choices
that the operator has to make in order to complete the command. Also, when the
command is less complex, the operator can more easily enter the command into
the system. More importantly, a lower complexity level reduces the operator's
mental load and reduces the interactions between decisions, reducing both
errors and completion time.
H4: Operator's performance is inversely related to command complexity.
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One of the processes required of an operator is to map the parameters
of a task into the arguments of the command. We would expect that the
operator's job would be easier when the command arguments are in the same
order as the task parameters. That is, this order is compatible. When
they are .not compatible extra effort is required to reorder the task
parameters.
N5: Operator performance is directly related to 'the compatibility of the
task parameter order and the command argument order.
When an operator has to look up the command ir. the documentation,
that look up time is a part of the performance time. So, the easier it is to
look up the command the less time is required and the better is the operator
performance. We would expect that it is easier to look up a command when the
decision range is low, that is there are fewer choices. However, the number
of commands required to implement a system depends on both the number of
function's required to be specified and the structure of the command decision
tree. A shallow/wide decision tree has a wide decision range, the operator
has to pick out the command from a list of all the commands. A narrow/deep
decision tree makes each decision easier (i.e., smaller decision range) but
more decisions are required. When a shallow/wide decision tree is used, then
an operator can be aided by grouping the commands into recognizable groups.
The operator searches by group then by command reducing the number of discrim-
inations required. A functional grouping provides compatibility between the
search process and the task, and we would expect to increase operator perfor-
mance. Of course, this applies only to inexperienced operators because we
would expect experienced operators to have little need for the documentation.
Hu: Inexperienced operator performance is better when the documentation is
organized so that the commands are in functional groups and is poorer
than when it is organized non- functionally.
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6.0	 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The purpose of the experiment is to test the hypotheses. The exper-
imental design includes the sut ,ject selection, treatment, and observation
or measurement.
Subjects were recruited from the operating DSN station's, DSN
organizations at JPL and non DSN organizations at JPL. The subjects were
recruited from a very broad spectrum of job categories, ranging from dedicated
computer system operators, to secretaries, and to engineers. There was no
attempt to select subjects according to "ability", all volunteers were accept-
ed. The randomness of the subject selection process was Jeoparidized by the
self selection of the volunteers. The subject base was made up of those who
were agreeable to going through the experiment. Those that did not want to
participate were not forced to go through the experiment. Although exami-
nation of the data suggests that there were a few subjec':= who unwillingly
went through the experiment and did little more than skip through the tests
without entering any meaningful responses. This data was not included in
the analysis. This self selection is unavoidable and is important only if
there is a significant difference in the population of agreeable subjects
versus the non-agreeable subjects. Obviously there is an attitude or a
persona,4- ty difference, however, there is no indication that there is any
difference in their performance in accomplishing the experiment tasks.
The treatments for this experiments are the five specific command
forma ts
 used to accomplish the assigned tasks. The treatment selection
was random. Each subject was assigned one of the command formats (treatments)
according to the output of a random number generator in the program.
Measurements were taken by the experiment program and were consis-
tent between subjects. This allows direct comparisons between the aggre-
gated performance measurements for each command format.
The quality of the experimental design is directly related to
the internal and external validatities of the design. Internal validity
is concerned with the question: did the experiment measure what we had
expected it to measure, or are there other influences which we did not
anticipate? External validity is concerned with the question: over what
population can we assume that the conclusions taken from this experiment
apply?
Internal Validity
Campbell and Stanley (2) suggest eight classes of extraneous
variables which might produce confounding effects on an experiment.
1. H^istoo
	
is concerned with specific events which occur between first and
se— cond measurement of experimental designs that have first and second
measurements. History is not directly applicable to this experiment
because only one measurement is taken. However, there are potential
secondary history effects due to specific events changing the character-
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istics of of the subject population. The data collection was approximate-
ly four months long. During this period there were no specific identi-
fiable events which would be expected to vary the subject population
characteristics. There were station equipment upgrades and preparations
for Voyager encounter but these should not have had a significant effect
on the operators ability to perform the experiment.
2. Maturation is the changing of subject characteristics over time due to
su—bjects growing older, growing tired, or growing more skillful. Again,
this is potentially a problem for multiple measurement experimental
designs but is not appropriate for this one time measurement design.
The four months data collection span would not be expected to produce
significant secondary maturation effects.
3. effects are the impacts of a subject taking an initial test upon
sent test scores. Since each subject took the test only once,
this effect is not applicable. There is a possibility that cross refer-
encing between subject might influence the later tests. That is, one
subject giving the answers to a later subject would invalidate the second
subject's scores. Because this was a field experiment, as compared to a
controlled environment experiment, this possibility cannot be contro 'ed.
However, there is no indication that this happened to any significant
extent. The coordinators monitored the testing to some extent to avoid
passing on of answers. Also, except for two of the small mediating
variables tests, the experiment did not lend itself to the sharing of
answers.
4. Instrumentation effects are those changes in the calibration of the
measuring instrument over the period of data collection. We would
not expect any calibration changes because the measurements are taken by
by the program and the program was not changed during data collection.
5. Statistical regression is an artifact of the sampling process when
groups a.0 selected on the basis of their extreme scores. Since the
subject selection was random, this effect is not applicable.
6. Biases are due to differential selection of comparison groups. Because the
assignment of subjects to groups was random, we can ignore this effect.
7. Experimental mortality is considered by Stanley and Campbell to be subject
dropouts between the -first and second measurements. This consideration
is inapplicable for this experiment because there is only one measurement
period. However, there is a mortality factor for subjects who start the
experiment but do not finish. Since comparison data between command
formats is primarily on data from completed performance tests this morta-
lity factor is minimized. The effect of test mortality on the character-
istics of the subject population is similar to the effect of unwilling
suojects and is essentially unknown. Of the subjects who started the
experiment (161), 130 or 80% started the performance test and 106 or 66%
completed the entire test (Appendix B). The possible reasons for the
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non-completion can be subject related such as fatique, lack of motivation,
etc., or it can be non-subject related such as running out of station
time for the experiment (equipment was required for a spacecraft track),
or equipment failing.
8. "Selection maturation interaction is not of concern in this experimental
design -because maturation itself is not an issue.
External Val idity
External validity is concerned with the issue of general izability.
That,
 is, can the results of this experiment be inferred to a larger population.
In the strictest sense, the conclusions drawn from this experiment
can only be applied to those individuals that participated completely in the
tests. However, general izabil ity is based on the assumption that if every
member of a population has an equal opportunity to be in the test sample,
then the test results may be inferred to the entire population under the
rules of inferential statistics. The greatest threat to the external validity
of this experiment is the unavoidable lack of a truly random subject sample.
In order to obtain enough samples for statistical power it was necessary to
accept every volunteer. And of course, those that did not volunteer or
refused to participate potentially biased the sample. Also, when the
recruiting was done through specific organizations, :here was a tendency to
recruit those people who could most be spared in the organization's operation.
The "busiest" people tended to be excluded from the sampling. Because the
experiment had to be conducted within a volunteer context this potential
bias must be accepted. However, there is no indication nor reason to believe
that the results are adversely affected by this potential bias.
Another aspect of the external validity issue is that the results
of this experiment are expected to be applied to future systems. And, of
course, future operators cannot be included in the present sampling. Again,
this issue can be viewed in terms of the stability of the characteristics of
the operator population. If the characteristics of future operators do not
change, then we can readily apply the results of this experiment. But we
must be caref;i in the future to scrutized the overall operator population
characteristics for significant changes which would possibly invalidate
these results.
T
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7.0
	 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
This is a simulation experiment in which man computer interface
(MCI) designs are studied using a Simulated Computer System. The experiment
consists of 55 separate tasks making up a naval warfare scenerio. The test
subject acts as the computer operator of a computer controlled ship. He is
provided with orders on his CRT screen to control the ship. He translates
these orders (or tasks) into computer commands using the command format
assigned to him. The experiment program records his response, times the
response, and in some cases provides feedback to him. Two times are recorded,
the total time required to enter the response and the think time required
for the operator to decide which command to use.
Typically, the performance time for different individuals in greater
than the difference for different treatments. In order to remove some
of the variance due to individuals, mediating variables were included in the
experimental design. They were intended to provide more precision in the
analysis.
The anticipated mediating variables are typing skill, short term
memory, spatial ability, and reasoning ability. Typing skill is operation-
• alized using a series of typing tests, short term memory ability with a
short memory test. Spatial ability is operationalized using a maze traver-
sal test. Reasoning skill is operationalized in two ways, using a number
sequence test and a reasoning game (DUDIAP game).
Scope
This section will describe the experiment and it's elements. Each
test will be described separately. The test design and rationale will be
covered. The specific formats will be covered. The data record and the data
scoring will be presented.
Performance Test
The performance test is the principle element in the experiment.
The operator is assigned to one of five possible treatments. The exercise is
explained in a series of displays. A four task training session is provided.
Then 55 tasks are presented sequentially. The operator response time and
think time are recorded for each task.
The four available formats are: short form mnemonic, long form
mnemonic, prompt and menu.
Short Form Mnemonic
The short form mnemonic consisted of a three character mnemonic
with a slash delimiter, and a singie following parameter. (For example,
HDR/276. )
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fThe parameter may be either numeric or alphanumeric. The short
form mnemonic format respeesents a very broad and shallow selection tree.
` There are 45 separate mnemonics in this format (see Appendix C). Each task
requires a sequence of mnemonics to accomplish the complete task. This
format represents an operator controlled dialogue format. The operator
originates the operation by selecting a mnemonic command and enters a Para-
'	 meter value without any help from the program.
The short form mnemonic operating sequence is: the task is display-
ed on the CRT in green. A line is drawn under the task. The operator selects
the first mnemonic/ parameter pair and enters it into the keyboard. It is
displayed in yellow on the CRT. A carriage return terminates each mnemonic
coemfnd. Subsequent commands are entered until the task has been completed.
The operator hits the TAB bar to indicate that he is finished with this task,
the next task is then presented. The total time is measured from the present-
ation of the task to the last carriage return. The think time is the accumu-
lated time between the presentation of the task and typing the first character
of the first command and also the time between each carriage return and the
next typed character.
Long Form Mnemonic
The long form mnemonic also represents that class of commands
which are operator controlled dialogues and do not present the operator with
available alternatives. It is different from the short form mnemonic in
that there is a smaller mnemonic list from which to choose. And each mnemonic
format contains multiple arguments (For example SHIP/276,10).
This format represents a deeper more narrow decision tree than the
short form mnemonic. One long form mnemonic command contains all the arguments
necessary to accomplish a given task.
The long form mnemonic operating sequence is the same as the short
form sequence except that only one command is entered. The task is displayed
in green with a separating line, the operator enters the appropriate command
with arguments and terminates it with a carriage return. He hits the TAB bar
to go to the next task.
All keystrokes are recorded. The total time is the time between
when the task is displayed and when the carriage return key is hit. The think
time is the time between the task display and the first typed character.
Prompt
The prompt command format represents the class of commands in
which the computer controls the dialogue without giving the operator a list
of alternative inputs. The task is accomplished by the program asking the
operator questions.
The scenario starts the same for all formats. The task is displayed
in green with a separating line. The prompt format presents the operator with
the first question. It asks for the operator to select and enter the ship's
system needed to accomplish the task. The first character of the input is
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unique for each ship's system. It is used to select the subsequent prompts.
The remaining prompts in a selected system are fixed in sequence. See Appendix
C for the list of prompts. Each input is terminated with a carriage return.
The program records the operators response, the total time and the
think time. The total time is the time between the task display and the last
carriage return. The think time is recorded for each input. It is the time
between the prompt display and the first entered character. The scoring routine
accumulates the individual prompt think time and calculates a total think time
for the task.
Menu
The menu command format represents that class of formats for which
the computer not only controls the dialogue but also provides the operator a
list of alternatives from which to select.
The scenario starts the same. The task is displayed then the first
menu. The first menu is the system menu. Each menu selection in the sequence
determines the next menu to be displayed.
Numerical data (such as ship heading) falls back to the prompt mode,
with the program asking for specific data. The operator has the option at
each level, except with the prompted requests, to go back to the previous menu
or back to the first (system) menu. Each input is terminated with carriage
return, and the operator hits the TAB bar to go to the next task.
Each menu identifier code is recorded along with the operators response. The
time and the think time is recorded for each menu. The total time for the
task is also recorded. The task total time is from the time the task is dis-
played until the last carriage return. The think time for each menu is the
time between the display of the menu and the time the first character of the
respone is entered. The scoring routine aggregates the individual think times
into a total task think time.
Treatment Selection
The experiment program randomly assigns a specific command format
(or treatment) to each experimental operator. The random assignment was obtain-
ed from a random number generator. The random number generator is a 17 bit
pseudo random shift register generator giving a sequence length of 217-1
words. The starting seed is obtained from the time of day at the initialization
of the program. Subsequent calls to the random number generator advance the
shift register once. The output of the random number generator is a 16 bit
word, with a numerical value from -16,383 to 16,383.
The 16 bit word is converted to a modulo 8 number (1-8). "1" selects
the short form mnemonic format (SM , with the functionally organized manual.
02" selects the short form mnemonic format (SF2), with the alphabetically
organized manual. "3" and "4° select the long form mnemonic form (LF). 005"
and "6" select the prompted format. And "7" and "8" select the menu format.
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Semantic Differential
At the end of the performance test the operator is given a set of
semantic differential scales to measure his attitude towards the command
format used in the performance test. (See Appendix D). The semantic differ-
ential measures the operator's attitude on a specific concept by asking him
to rate that concept on a scale anchored on the extremes by bipolar adjectives.
For example,
Did you like the command format?
LIKED 1:2:3:4:5:6:7 DISLIKED
Task Description
The 55 tasks of this experiment are presented within the context
of a naval warfare scenario. The experimental operator is the ship's computer
operator. His task is to translate the captain's command (i.e., tasks) into
the correct computer commands and enter them into the simulated system through
the keyboard.
There are five basic ship's systems: 1) ship control system that
provides heading and speed commands for manual control, 2 navigation system
that establishes the destination for automatic control, 3 propulsion system
to control the ship's boilers, 4) the radar system to control the ship's
radar equipment, 5) the fire control system to control the ship's weapons
systems. The fire control system is further subdivided into cannon, machine
gun, torpedo, and depth charge control weapons systems.
Training
Before the operator is presented with the 55 tasks he is given a
training session which consists of an explanation of the naval warfare
scenario, and the command format which was assigned to him. These are dis-
played on the CRT. He is given an example of a typical task and the proper
response on the CRT. All format tests use the same task example with the
response appropriate to the assigned command format. He is then given a
series of four training tasks. He enters his response to the task terminating
his response by depressing the TAB bar. The program displays the correct
responses in blue below his response, except for the prompt mode which displays
the direct response for each prompt after that prompt response.
Manual
Each operator is given an operator's manual by the test coordinator
at the beginning of the experiment. Each command format has its own manual.
At the beginning of the performance test, the operator is asked to enter a
number contained within a box on a specific page. If the entered number
does not match the expected number for the assigned command format the program
pauses until the coordinator supplies the operator with the correct manual
and the correct number is entered. The manual describes the ship's five
systems identically in all format manuals. Each command in the format is
described with its arguments, their ranges and all limitations.
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There are two different short form mnemonic manuals in order to provide a
treatment for the for the experiment. The short form one (SF1) manual
organizes the list of mnemonics in a functional manner. That is they are
grouped by the ship's system with which they are associated. The short form
two-(SF2) .manual organizes the mnemonics alphabetically.
Comp le_
The amount of complexity in the tasks is varied in order to observe
the effect of complexity on performance. The complexity is measured by the
number of decisions an operator has to make to accomplish a task. There is
three levels of task complexity, low as exemplified by the ship control
system task (3), medium as in the propulsion control system (5), and high as
in the radar control system (9).
Compatibility
The tasks are displayed with the task parameters either in the
same order as expected in the command argument list or out of order.
Descriptiveness
The descriptiveness of the task wording was varied to observe any
effect on the performance. High descriptiveness provides wording establishing
the context for the numerical task parameter, (for example, "Set the boiler
pressure to 100 PSI"). Low descriptiveness leaves out the verbal context
and provides only the parameter value with identifying units (for example,
100 PSI").
Completeness
A few of the tasks ask for only a single parameter instead of the
set of parameters normally associated with the command. For example, a
partial task will ask for only a change in ship's heading rather changes in
both the heading and speed. Or, only the radar power level is adjusted
instead of all the radar parameters.
Ability Tests
It is characteristic of this kind of experiment that differences
between individuals are greater than differences between treatments. It is
desirable to measure individual characteristics which may be used as mediating
variables in the multivariate regression analysis. The variance due to these
mediating variables is removed in the analysis leaving the remaining variance
due to the treatment difference. The specific skills chosen as potentially
influencing the operator performance are: typing skill, spatial ability,
analytic ability, and short term memory.
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Typing
Typing skill is measured by giving the operator a page of text
and measuring the time required by him to enter it into the keyboard.
Also, separately each keystroke is recorded in order to obtain an error
count. The typing test for this experiment was divided into four parts each
emphasizing different typing characteristics. The first part was a page of
practice characters. Every keyboard character was presented to the operator
for practice. So that in the following typing tests, the character locations
would not be completely new. This was felt to be required because of the wide
range of typing skills and experiences. Some operators were accustomed to
other keyboards with some different character locations, and some were not
familiar with any keyboard. The second part of the typing test was one page
of text taken from a standard typing test. It was English text telling a
short story. The story required 6 pages of display. This was much too long
for the expected operator typing skills, so only the first page was typed.
The remaining pages were presented to the operator so that he could finish the
story. These remaining five pages were the third part of the test. It is not
a typing test but a reading test. Randomly, the five pages were displayed in
either all caps or mixed mode lower case with appropriate capitalization
(normal English test). The reading time is measured to provide a compar-
ison between the two display modes.
The fourth typing test is a random character test. Three lines of
random characters are displayed in groups of 3 characters for first page, 5
characters for the second, 7 for the next and 9 for the next. The preceding
character groups consist exclusively of upper case alphabetic characters. The
last page consists of 5 random characters per group taken from the entire
range of printable ASCII characters. This test was to study the relation
between group length and performance.
Spatial Ability
Spatial ability hopefully is measured with a series of mazes.
The maze is displayed on the screen and the operator manuevers the cursor
through the maze using the cursor control keys. He is looking at the maze
from a position above so he can visualize the entire maze. The path taken
through the maze is selected by the operator. His success in traversing the
maze is expected to be related to his spatial ability. The total time to
traverse the maze is recorded. Also each st rp and the time taken to make that
step is recorded. The scoring routine scores the total time for one variable
and the first step time for a second variable. The rationale for the first
step time variable is that it was observed in the pilot testing that often
the operator would traverse the maze visually before moving the cursor for
the first time. The maze test consisted of seven mazes presented in order of
increasing difficulty. The first five mazes were adapted from the Porteus
Maze tests.(3) These first five mazes were intended for ages up to 10, so
two more difficult mazes were created to hopefully increase the test variance.
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Analytic Skills
Two analytic games are used in the experiment. The first is a
mathematical sequence game. A sequence of five numbers 1s presented and the
operator determine the next number in sequence. There were ten sequences
generally ordered in terms of increasing difficulty. The sequences are
shown in Appendix E together with their weighting scale. The scoring routine
assigned greater weight to the sequences which are deemed to be more difficult.
After the operator entered his estimate of the next number in sequence, the
program either output "OK" for a correct input or output the correct answer
in blue for an incorrect input.
The second game is called DUDZAP. It is included in the experiment
as an att empt to tie this research data with previous research (4,5). The
operator was presented with a series of six bit words. After the 6 bit
words the program adds the word "ZAP" if the 6 bit word corresponds to a
rule that the program knows but the operator doesn't. The rule is restricted
to the logical OR combination of two of the six bits. If the word does not
correspond to the rule, DUD is added to the word. The object of the game is
for the operator to guess the rule from the given sequence of six bit words.
The scores are obtained from the number of words displayed before the operator
determines the correct rule and from the number of guesses made before the
,correct rule is determined. Four games were played with the final score
aggregated from the separate games.
Short Term Memory
The short term memory test was modified for the computer experiment
from standard short term memory tests (6,7,8). A series of five groups of
randomly selected characters are displayed to the operator for 2 seconds.
He is distracted for 5 seconds so that he does not rehearse the characters.
Then he is asked to type in the characters. The number of characters in the
group is increased from 3, to 5, to 7, and to 9. In order to distract the
operator during the 5 seconds in the standard tests the subject is asked to
count backwards by 3's The computer cannot monitor that activity so another
approach was taken. A witty saying was displayed for the 5 seconds, hoping
to distract the operator.
Demographic Questionnaire
Each operator is asked for his birth date. This information is
intended to be used to tie the experimental data with the previous survey
data. Age is derived from the year of birth. It is available as a mediating
variable. Three questions cover the operator's job catagory and specific
experience (see Appendix F). These questions provide a basis for stratifying
the sample for specific analyses. The first question establishes the operator
environment. The categories are: station operating crew, station staff,
net control operations, other DSN personnel and other non DSN personnel. The
second question establishes the operators individual Job catagory. The op-
tions are: operator, clerical, technician, engineer, programmer, supervisor,
manager, and other. The third question establishes the operator's experience
level for megadata terminals and for terminals in general. Another series
of three questions attempt to measure characteristics relating to cognitive
style (9). Preference for complexity is measured along with preference for
structure and preference for variety.
^T
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8.0	 RESULTS
The experimental results will be explored in this section. First
the individual random format assignments will be considered, then the individ-
ual mediating variables, the performance test and finally the Interrelation-
ships will be considered.
Format Assignment
The command format used by each subject was selected by a random
number generator. It is of interested to see if the random assignment was
consistent throughout the experiment. The data records indicate that the
experiment program was loaded 381 times. One hundred ninty four (194) starts
of the experiment were recorded. Therefore, there were 193 loads which did
not result in an experiment start. This can be due to several reasons. The
subject number is incremented at each program load but the load is only
recorded when the station ID is entered. So, a program load to check the
equipment would not register if the station ID is not entered. Also, the
station coordinator has the option of starting the program in the TEST mode
which is recorded but is not reflected in the 194 experiment starts. The
reasons for one half of the program starts failing to produce an experiment
start is due to equipment checks and test mode runs, neither of which should
affect the statistical frequency of formal selections.
The first meaningful measure of the frequencies of the random
forma(. selection is for program starts in the experiment mode and with the
station ID entered. There were 194 of these program starts with frequencies
listed in Table 8-1.
PROGRAM STARTS IN EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT	 EXPECTED
FORMAT	 IN EXPERIMENT MODE 	 STARTS	 COMPLETIONS FREQUENCIES
Short form mnemonic N1	 17
Short form mnemonic N2	 20
Long form mnemonic
	 56
Prompt
	
60
Menu	 41
Totals	 17
( 8.8%)(10.3%)
28.8%)
31.0%)
21.1x
16 10.Ox
17 10.5%
43 26.7%)
49 30.4X)
22.3%
1^ ( 
6.6%)
12.2x)
1
8
20%
.3%
.34
0.7%x)
12.5%
12.5%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
-TB . ^%
Table 8-1
Each percentage value is the percentage for that format of the total remaining
at that stage of the experiment. The experiment starts when the questionaire
has been completed. There is a fallout of 33 cases between the program start
In the experiment mode and the actual experiment start. Again, these are
expected to be equipment tests and are not legitimate experiments. The
legitmate experiment starts are 161 cases. The frequencies (percentages)
indicate that the short form mnemonic frequencies are close to the expected
frequencies (10.0% vs. 12.5% and 10.5% vs. 12.5%). The discrepancy from the
expected random frequency (12.5x) appears to be nominal. The long form
mnemonic frequency is close to expectation (26.7% vs. 25%). The prompt
format frequency is overrepresented (30.4% vs. 25%) but there is no reasonable
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format related explanation so it should be accepted. The menu format frequnecy
is slightly underrepresented (22.3% vs. 25x).
The column labeled as Experiment Completion contains frequencies
of the experiment session which were carried to completion by the individual
subjects. The total of 106 completed cases indicates that 55 subjects started
the ,experiment but did not finish. The dropouts could be related to format
effects,, subject effects and/or external effects. Subject effects were not
investigated and would be a good candidate for further investigations. The
external effects are such things as termination of the session due to station
demands for the equipment. The frequencies of all the formats except short
form mnemonic 2 are reasonable and can be assumed to be random. The frequency
for short form mnemonic 2 format is consideriable underrepresented. This is
most likely a format effect and is discussed in detail in the section on doc-
ument organization.
Mediating Variable s
The mediating variables were scored individually. They are presented
by specific test in this section.
Demographics
The first series of questions that are presented to the operator
deal mainly with factors which may influence the results. The first variable
is the operator's age. The average age is 34.5 for 89 experimental operators.
The 1 sigma value was 10.3 years. The histogram of the age variable indicates
that this is a good spread in age (range from 18 to 69). All ages are reason-
ably represented and the distribution is reasonable for a population of computer
system operators.
The second demographic variable concerns the 3perator's organizational
position. The choices were:
1. Station operating crew
2. Station staff (non operations)
3. Net control operations
4. Other non station DSN personnel
5. Other non DSN personnel
Forty-three percent reported that they were on the station operating crew
with 31% reporting that they were non station DSN personnel. The remaining
20% were fairly equally distributed between the remaining catagories.
The next demographic variable is concerned with the operator's job
classification. The choices were:
1. Operations
2. Clerical
3. Technician
4. Engineer
S. Programmer
6. Supervisor
7. Manager
8. Other
r
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Thirty percent reported that they are in operations. 17% technician. 13% each
for engineers and programmers.
The last demographic variable attempts to obtain a general experience
level by measuring the operator's computer terminal usage. The catagories are:
1. Use Megadata terminal routinely
2. Use Megadata terminal occasionally
3. Use other computer terminals routinely
4. Use other computer terminals occasionally
S. Use word processor primarily
6. Do not use any computer terminals
7. None of the catagories fit
The variable values were fairly evenly distributed except for the word processor
category and the none catagory. We can expect that most of the 23% who reported
using the Megadata terminals routine are station operators. Twenty percent
reported that they used other computer terminals regularly, and 13% used them
occasionally. These are either operators in other systems (i.e., NOC Ops) or
people are knowledgeable because :hey use interactive terminals. Twenty percent
reported that they did not use any computer terminals.
Cognitive Style Variables
The next three questions relate to cognitve style. Cognitive Style
is a method separating people into a limited set of groups based on their
information processing habits. Knowledge of cognitive style allows prediction
of some characteristics. The Driver-Mock cognitive style model (9) is used in
this analysis. The Driver-Mock model is a two dimensional model in which one
dimension is related to preference for structure and the other is related to
preference for complexity. One style question asks the experiment operator
for his preference for structure. The other two are related. one asks for
preference for complexity and the other preference for variety. Each use a
seven point scale with and points of highly structured/ highly unstructured,
very simple/very complex, variety of tasks/consistent tasks.
The preference for structure has a mean of 4.55 on scale of 1 to 7
with 0 1 " meaning a preference for structure. The histogram for this variable
is bimodal, that is, there are two groups, one with a large preference for
moderate to little structure and a small group prefeeing much structure.
The mean for the comolex preference measure is 5.02, which is dis-
tinctly baised towards the preference for complexity, although there is a
small indication of a second group which prefers simplicity.
which is strongly
It does not indicate
indicated preference
The meat, for the variety preference is 2.07
baised towards the preference for a variety of tasks.
any bimodal tendency. This variable reinforces the
for complexity.
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These variables indicate that this population would not feel com-
tortable and would not care for a very structured procedurally oriented
operating environment.
However, it should be recognized that these three variable are
potentially affected by sane strong cultural effects. For example, preference
for complexity has some cultural connotation of intelligence, and therefore
is more desirable. Preference for structure and variety have some similar
connotations, therefore these variables are somewhat suspect.
Typing Skills
Individual typing skills were measured by a series of tests. The
experimental operators training and skills self assessment were reasured
with a questionnaire. General text typing skill was measured. Random char-
acter code typing skill was measured. Thirty-five percent (35x) of the exper-
imental operators reported that they used the touch typing method, that is,
they use all ten fingers. Thirty-four percent (34x) reported that they used
the two finger hunt and peck system. and 18% reported that they used the one
finger hunt and peck system. This data appears reasonable for the experiment
population. Fifty-nine percent (59x) reported that they had no format typing
training. 40% report that they did have formal training. The experimental
operators self assesment of their typing skill was measured with the question
"Can you type without looking at the keyboard or do you have to look for the
characters?". It was measured on a seven point scale with the end points
"never look" and "always look". Thirty-two percent (32x) reported that they
always look. The remaining data is fairly evenly distributed. The mean is
4.99 reflecting the heavy response on the alway look extreme. This data
suggests that the majority of the experimental operators were not skilled
typists. This is expected and is supported by the experimenter's experience
in administering the experiment. The most frequent complaint about the
experiment from the station crews was the large amount of typing involved.
The text typing test data had a wide range of from .2 to 1.9 seconds
per character. The mean was .67 second per character with a standard deviation
of .30 seconds. The text was one page containing approximately 800 characters.
The text was taken from a standard typing test and was normal English text.
There were no numbers or special characters used.
The random character tests consisted of five pages of groups of
approximatly 100 random characters. fie first page grouped the characters in
groups of three alphabetic characters. The next page used groups of 5, the
next 7, and the fourth page wa y rp,rouped in groups of 9 characters. The
fifth page grouped 5 characters together but expanded the character set to
the entire ASCII set instead of Just alphabetic characters. The 3 character
page typing speed mean was .84 sec per characters with a standard deviation
of .36 sec. There appear to be two distinct groups from the histogram.
The first one, centering on .40 sec per character. is assumed to represent
the trained typist. The typing speeds are presented in Table 8-2. The
speed is in seconds per character typed (including spaces).
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TYPING TEST DEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 1st GROUP 2nd GROUP
Text .67 .36 .36 .80
3 Random Char. Group .84 .36 .40 .90
5 Random Char. Group .94 .41 .40 1.05
7 Random Char. Group 1.03 .45 .40 1.10
9 Random Char. Group 1.09 .62 .50 1.20
5 Random ASCII Char 2.21 1.05 -- --
Group
Typing Speed in Seconds pe.- Character
Table 8-2
We can make some interesting observations from Table 2.
1. As we might expect, there are distinct differences in typing speeds
between trained and untrained typists, differences of 1:2 to 1:3. The
.40 sec per character corresponds to about 25 words per minutE. This is
fairly slow for a good typist, but a trained typist is not necessarily a
good typist and the keyboard was unfamiliar to even the good typists.
So an average of 25 words per minute is not unreasonable for trained
typists in this experiment.
2. Random characters are more difficult to type than English text. This
supports other findings in the field (10). The difference appears to be
about a 10% speed penalty for the simplest random character groups over
English text.
3. The trained typists' speed for different number of random characters in
a group is quite constant. But, it is clear that the untrained typist
has an adverse reaction to increasing the number of characters in a
random group. This is most likely an interaction with short term memory.
The trained typist does not use his short term memory. He keeps his
eyes on the text and types without having to move them to the keyboard.
The untrained typist (hunt and peck system) must look at the text, use
his short term memory to store the characters, transfer his attention to
the keyboard, recall the characters, and type them. The data supports
the theory that short term memory is inversely related to the length of
the character groups.
4. The random ASCII character set rejuired more than twice the typing time
as the equivalent (5 char. group) alphabetic only character set. We
would expect longer typing time for characters with which the typist
(trained or untrained) is not familiar. It is interesting to note that
apparently training is not an asset for , arbritrary characters. We should
also note that the less used characte°s in the ASCII set are not in
consistent locations on all keyboards. In fact, two of the ASCII char-
acters were not even on the keyboard used in this experiment.
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Spatial Ability
Spatial ability is measured by a series of mazes. It is assumed
that spatial ability is related to the experimental operators ability to
"see" the path through the maze. The time required to traverse the maze
is measured as spatial ability. There are seven mazes starting with a simple
one and progressing to more difficult ones. Table 3 gives the maze traverse
times in seconds.
MAZE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION
1 31.4 16.7
2 33.0 7.9
3 32.5 7.7
4 37.8 16.6
5 56.3 13.6
6 105.5 29.5
7 97.8 43.7
Maze Traverse Times
Table 8-3
The series of increasingly difficult mazes were used in order to give the
operator practice and so that he could learn the mechanics before he tried
difficult mazes. The first maze was very simple, its standard deviation
indicative of the learning process. By the second maze the standard deviation
indicates that the operators had essentially mastered the mechanics. The
fourth maze starts to give an indication of differential effects. The sixth
maze is in fact the most difficult as indicated by the mean traverse time
and standard deviation. The seventh maze is somewhat easier as indicated by
its mean traverse time. The large SD for the seventh maze can perhaps be
explained by fatigue. Those individuals with high spatial ability will not
be stressed and will perform well. But those with low spatial ability may
well be fatigued after the previous hard maze and perform worse than expected.
Analytic Ability
Analytic ability was measured using two tests, the number sequence
task and the DUDZAP game. The number sequence test was scored by summing the
weighted correct answers over the 10 sequences. The data waken from this test
is nominal, that is, it has meaning in relationship to other variables or to
other groups but not in an absolute sense. The mean was 14.04 and the standard
deviation was 7.28. The histogram indicates a reasonable distribution. So,
the variable appears to have sufficient variance and prcper distribution for
further regression analysis.
The DUDZAP game was scored two ways. First by summing over the
four games the number of displayed words required to determine the logic
rule and second by summing the number of hypotheses or guesses required to
determine the logic rule. The mean and standard deviation for the first is
28.0 and 16.0 and for the second is 17.0 and 10.8. Both variables appear to
have sufficent variance and distribution to be useful in further regression
analysis.
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Performance tests
The results of the performance tests are plotted against specific
experience in Appendix G. The performance time and think time are plotted
for each format for each task of each system. The specific systems were
plotted together to illustrate the change in performance for increased exper-
ience in a consistent situation. Three systems, ship control, propulsion
control, and radar, will be discussed primarily because they represent low,
medium, and high task complexities. Also, they will be discussed because
they were exercised more completely than the other systems and provide a
more complete picture of the format characteristics. From these plots, the
following observations can be made.
Task Complexity
As is expected, more complex tasks require more time. The simplest
system was the ship control system. It has a task complexity as defined in
the issues section of this report of 3. There are three decisions to be
made: which system is being commanded, and the heading and speed. The
propulsion control system has a complexity of 5 and the radar control system
of 9. The low complexity ship control system performance time appears to
approach an asymptote at approximately 20 seconds. The medium complexity
propulsion control system appears to approach the asymptote at approximately
30 seconds and the high complexity radar system at 40 seconds.
Attempts to compare the different systems with the same complexity
have not been successful. This creates a presumption that the definition
for complexity is too simple. Further effort is needed in refining the
operational ization for complexity. Most likely, including the span of deci-
sion (or number of choices) would be fruitful.
Task Complexity vs. Command Complexity
It is clear that the complexity of the task determines the minimum
complexity of the command. However, the command structure can add complexity.
This is demonstrated by the' performance time of the short form mnemonic
format compared to the other formats. In all but the simplest task (ship
control system) the short form mnemonic format performance times were signif-
icantly greater than the performance times for the remaining formats. This
can be explained by examining the decision process. In selecting a command,
the short form mnemonic format requires a mnemonic command for each parameter.
Therefore, the entire mnemonic range of 45 mnemonics must be scanned for
each parameter. The long form mnemonic has fewer mnemonics to scan (8) and
they have to be scanned only once per task. Of course, the complete deter-
mination of the command from the mnemonic repertoire and the task parameters
is more involved. Further research effort would be valuable in developing a
more isomorphic model. It appears that a model based on an analysis of the
decision processes for each command format may allow numerical complexity
values to be derived which can be used for consistent comparisons between
formats.
The existing comparisons between command formats is based entirely
on the measured performance times. They do not include any assesment of
error patterns. Tne analysis should be continued using the error rates for
the individual task responses.
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Command Format C2aar__on
Table 8-4 is a ranking of the command formats in terms of their
overall performance times for each of the different experiment systems, with
a higher number for the longer performance times.
Format
System SF1	 SF2 LF P	 M
Ship 1	 1 1 1	 1
Propulsion 2	 2 1 1	 1
Radar 4	 3 2 1	 1
Navigation 3	 3 2 1	 1
Cannon 4	 5 3 2	 1
Machine Gun 2	 2 1 1	 1
Depth Charge 2	 3 1 1	 1
Torpedo 3	 3 2 1	 2
Command Fomrat Performance Ranking
Table 8-4
Those rankings were obtained by observations from the performance time plots
in Appendix G.
From Table 8-4 it can be seen that the format differentiation is
minimal for low systems complexity. The low complexity ship control system
performance is essentially the same for all formats. The medium complexity
propulsion control system shows differential effects between the short form
formats and the others. The high complexity radar system shows significant
differential effects for all but the prompt and menu formats.
Think Time
Think time is plotted on each system performance time plot in
Appendix G. The think time is the time taken by the experimental operator
to think about the task and decide which command or parameter to use. It is
clear from the plots that, except for a very few isolated points, the think
time follows the shape of the performance time plots very closely. This
leads to the conclusion that the variance in the performance times are prin-
cipally due to think time not to execution time. Table 8-5 is a ranking of the
command formats in terms of the think time for each of the different systems,
with higher numbers for longer think times.
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Format
System SF1 SF2 LF P	 M
Ship 2 2 1 3	 3
Propulsion 4 4 1 2	 3
Radar 3 3 1 2	 3
Navigation 4 5 1 2	 3
Cannon 3 4 1 2	 2
Machine Gun 2 2 1 2	 2
Depth Charge 2 3 1 2	 -
Think Time Ranking
Table 8-5
The consistent ranking of one for the long form mnemonic is an
artifact of the scoring routine. It did not take into account the think
time for each argument, that is when the operator stopped to think between
each argument for a command. Therefore it is somewhat lower that it should
be. Patterns for think time rankings are somewhat more difficult to find
than for performance times. However, it appears that the prompt and menu
think times are in general less than for the short form mnemonics. And
where there is a difference between the prompt and the menu, the prompt
appears to have lower think times. The interaction between differential
think time and system complexity appears to be very weak. This leads to a
question about the consistency between the performance times of the long
form mnemonic, the prompt, and the menu formats when that consistency doesn't
seem to exist in the think time. This may be an artifact of the specific
format design, that is the think time and execution times may cancel out for
some unknown reason. More analysis and possibly more research is suggested
in this area.
Compatibility
Compatibility is the similarily of the ordering of the task para-
meters and the command arguments. It would be expected that incompatibility
would be seen in the increased times for performance. The variations for
low complexity ship control performance are so small that compatibility
difference are difficult to detect. The variations for high complexity radar
performance are quite large and are consistent over the long form mnemonic,
prompt, and menu plots, so it will be used to investigate the effect of incom-
patibility. The individual tasks plots Figure 8-1 are labeled either "C"
for compatible or I" for not compatible. Three out of five longer performance
times (positive deviations) were associated with incompatible task present-
ations. All four shorter performance times (negative deviations) were asso-
ciated with compatible task presentations. This lends support to the hypoth-
esis that compatibility between the task presentation and the command format
improves performance time, at least for the more complex tasks. Additional
analysis may provide more insight into this process. Another way to analyze
this issue is that 3 of the 4 incompatible tasks have positive deviations
and 4 of the 6 compatible tasks have negative deviations, again providing
some support for the hypotheses.
r_
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Partial Tasks
At times a task requires only a partial system input. For example,
In this experiment there were two tasks that required only the ship's speed
to be changed instead of both speed and heading, or only the radar system
power level was changed rather than all eight parameters. It is interesting
to look at how the performance time is affected by those partial tasks for
the different command formats. Table 8-6 lists the ranking of performance
time improvement for the different formats for partial tasks.
Format
System	 SF1	 SF2	 LF	 P
Ship Control (low complexity)
	
1	 1	 3	 3
Radar (high complexity)	 1	 1	 3	 3
Ranking of performance time improvement
for partial tasks
Table 8-6
As might be expected the short form mnemonic formats show the most improvement
for a partial task. In fact they show the best performance for a partial
task. The short form mnemonic allows a one parameter task to be carried out with
one mnemonic command. The other formats must identify which parameters are
being changed and which one are not being changed.
Context Time
An interesting phenomenom can be observed in the ship control perform-
ance time plots (Appendix G) which is important for procedure design and for
man camouter interface dialog design. The ship control system performance
time decreases with experience as expected. However, the last two points show
a distinct performance time increase of about 25%. The difference between
these two points and the preceding points is that these last two points are
isolated tasks, that is they are inserted between tasks for other systems.
The first series of ship control system data points are consecutive tasks.
Reflection on this observation leads to the definition of another concept.
This concept can be labelled "context". Context is the process an operator
goes through when he approache4 a different part of the system. He must ident-
ify that part of the system, determine what parameters are associated with it,
and any limitations on the parameters. It takes time to do this, which we can
call context time. Therefore a task accomplished within a series of similar
tasks already has the context developed. A task embedded within dissimilar
tasks requires restablishing the context and requires more time, even for the
same operator experience level. This phenomenom is not observed in the other
system plots because their data points were either all within one sequence or
were all isolated events.
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iDocumentation Style
Documentation style is concerned with the effects that different
ways of presenting the user operating manual has on the performance time.
This variable applied only to the short form mnemonic command format. The
experimental operators who were assigned the short form mnemonic were randomly
assigned either the manual organized functionally (SF1) or the manual orga-
nized alphabetially (SF2).
Differential effects are illustrated in three areas; the performance
times, the attitude survey, and the differential completion rates for differ-
ent formats. The performance time profiles for the SF1 and SF2 formats were
very similiar. However, in all but one system (navigation) the first attempt
to use the short form format took longer if the alphabetically organized
manual was being used. Table 8-7 lists the percentage increase of SF2 over
SF1 for each of the experimental systems from the performance time plots of
Appendix B.
System	 Percentage
Naviagation 0
Propulsion 11%
Ship control 20%
Radar 7%
Cannon 32%
Machine Gun 24%
Depth Charge 80%
Torpedo 8%
Increase of SF2 performance time
Over SF1 performance for
First system attempt
Table 8-7
Table 8-7 indicates that the alphabetic organized command list
takes longer to use at first. The plots indicate that for the second and
subsequent uses the user adjusts to the alphabetic order and the performance
times are essentially the same.
The results of the post experiment semantic differential survey
are presented in Appendix H. From this data we can see that:
1. SF1 commands were liked better than SF2 commands.
2. SF2 commands were felt to be slower than SF1 commands.
3. Both SF1 b SF2 were more uncomfortable than the other formats and SF2
was more uncomfortable than SF1.
4. SF2 commands were considered to be more complex than SF1 ce mands.
5. SF2 commands were felt to be harder to use than SF1 commands.
6. SF2 commands were significantly harder to learn than SF1 commands.
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7. The SF1 command format was felt to be more useful than the SF2 command
format.
8. The operators using SF2 had to look up the command more often than those
using SF1
9. It was felt that the SF1 SOM was easier to use than the SF2 manual.
The survey shows a clear preference for the functionally ordered manual over
the alphabetically ordered manual.
Table 8-8 lists the completion rate for the performance tests for
the different formats.
Format	 Completion Rate
Short Form Mnemonic one (SF1) 	 81%
Short Form Mnemonic two (SF2)	 70%
Long Form Mnemonic 	 88%
Prompted	 81%
Menu	 85%
Format Completion Rates
Table 8-8
Noncompletion of the performance tests can be operator related or due to
external causes. The equipment may have failed or have been required for
higher priority activities (spacecraft track). Or the operator may have be-
come fatigued or unmotivated. The completion rates for all the formats
except for SF2 are quite consistent. We can assume that the lower completion
rate of the SF2 format indicates either increased operator fatigue or loss
of motivation. This interpretation is consistent with the previous analysis.
Low Experience Performance
The performance time for the first attempt at each system is listed
in Appendix I. It shows the impact of the different formats on performance
time for the first attempt to use each of the different systems. These
patterns are summarized in Table 8-9 as performance rankings for each system.
System Format SFl SF2 LF P M
Navaigation 4 4 3 2 1
Propulsion 4 5 3 1 2
Ship Control 2 3 1 1 1
Radar 4 5 3 2 1
Cannon 4 5 3 2 1
Machine Gun 4 5 1 3 2
Depth Charge 4 5 3 1 2
Torpedo 3 4 2 1 2
Totals Tr Ir 1l' T3" 17'
First attempt performance Ranking
Table 8-9
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In all systems, the two short form mnemonic formats take longer than the other
three formats. In all but one the functionally oriented manual produced better
performance than the alphabetically oriented manual. The rankings of the long
form mnemonic, prompt, and menu formats are not as distinctive. The low
complexity system (ship control) indicates essentially no format differen-
tial effect. The high complexity systems (Navigation, Radar and Cannon)
indicate a consistent format differential effect with the menu format provid-
ing the best performance followed by the prompt format and then the long
form mnemonic format. The medium complexity systems show mixed results.
Summing the rankings in Table 8-9 for each format supports the observation
that the first attempt performance difference between prompt and menu is
very slight, that the long form mnemonic format requires somewhat longer
time, and the short form mnemonic format requires significantly longer times.
Summing the raw performance times from Appendix I supports these observations.
(Table 8-10).
SF1	 SF2	 LF	 P	 M
785	 925	 542	 457	 447
Performance times of first attempt
Summed over all system
Table 8-10
It is interesting to look at the format differentials of the
performance times for the second attempts Table 8-11.
SF1	 SF2	 LF	 P	 M
624	 620	 449	 400	 401
Performance times of second attempts
Summed over systems
Table 8-11
The performance time plots suggest that the impact of the differences between
formats are small by the second attempt to use a command except in the case of
the short form mnemonic. Table 8-11 supports the difference between the short
form mnemonic formats and the other formats. It supports the observation of
minimun difference between the prompt and the menu formats but it appears
that overall, the long form mnemonic format requires about 10% longer than
the prompt and menu.
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Semantic Differential Questionnaire
The semantic differential questionnaire at the end of the perfor.
mance test probed the experimental operator's attitudes towards the format
that he used for the performance tests. A seven point scale was used. 1 or 7
are extreme response and 4 is essentially neutral response. The responses
for each format and each question are listed in Appendix M.
Some specific results are:
1. The operators liked the menu format the best, and they liked the
short form mnemonic two (SF2) the least (Q1). All the other formats
were liked about the same.
2. They felt that the SF2 format was slower than the other formats (Q2).
3. They felt that the prompt and menu formats were the most comfortable
and the SF2 format the least confortable (Q4).
4. They felt that the prompted format was the simplest and the SF2
format was the most complex (Q6).
5. They felt that the prompt and menu formats were more "friendly"
than the mnemonic formats (Q7).
6. They felt that the SF2 commands were harder to use (Q8) than the
other formats, even though the SF1 commands were identical to SF2
ones.
7. The operators felt that the SF2 format was harder to learn than the
other formats (Q9), which is statistically significant the 5% level.
8. The prompt and menu formats were felt to be the easiest to learn.
9. As might be expected, they indicated the most frustration with the
SF2 format (Q10).
10. They indicated that the SF2 command format was the least useful (Q11).
11. Interestingly, the operators indicated that they used the manual for
looking up commands most often for the SF1 format (Q14).
t^
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9.0	 DISCUSSION
The first interesting item suggested by the experimental performance
64ta is that complexity plays a very important role in the man computer inter-
face. The performance difference between tasks of different complexities is
greater than the performance difference between formats. And the differential
format effects were directly related to the level of complexity. At the lower
levels of complexity all formats performed essentially equally. At the higher
levels of complexity the differential format effects became observable.
The commands which implement more complex tasks do require more time.
This relationship is hardly unexpected. What is interesting is the performance
levels associated with the various levels of complexity. Hypothesis four is
supported. It appears that the average performance times once experience has
been acquired are essentially equivalent for the long form mnemonic, prompt,
and menu formats, and are:
Low complexity - 20 sec
Medium complexity - 30 sec
High complexity - 40 sec
The experimental data does not support hypothesis one, that operator
performance is greater when the computer controls the dialogue for a series of
commands and when the operator controls the dialogue for individual commands.
In retrospect, it becomes clear that the task statements did not adequately
expose this series/ individual command condition. This hypothesis predicts
better performance for the short form mnemonic format for individual (or short)
commands and the prompt or menu formats for a series (or long) commands. The
short form mnemonic does not show any advantage for the short commands, but
the prompt and menu formats do show an advantage for the long commands.
However, this may be more concerned with the issue of complexity rather than
individual/series commands. We cannot make a statement about hypothesis one
from the existing analysis. This issue may be more related to the error
performance than the time performance and as such may show up in later analysis.
Hypothesis two states that for inexperienced operators system per-
formance is better when the computer controls the dialogue and for experienced
operators when the operator controls the dialogue. The data supports hypothesis
two for inexperienced operators. However, it seems to be strongly related to
task complexity. The low complexity tasks do not show a differential effect,
the high complexity tasks do show a small differential effect. As the attitude
survey indicates, there wa: a preference for computer controlled dialogue
(prompt and menu formats). Starr Roxanne Hiltz* indicates that for a computer
conferencing system which she examined, user preference was for a menu format
until some time between 25 and 50 hours of operation. Then their preference
switched to a command format. Apparently the naval senario experiment was not
sufficiently long to expose a preference for mnemonic commands. The rather
small differential effects may well indicate that the issue is not one of
performance but of attitude.
*Comments during panel discussion at the ASIS 80 meeting, Anaheim, 7 Oct. 1980.
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The experiment supported hypothesis three about the same level as
hypothesis two. Hypothesis three states that the performance of inexper-
ienced operators is greater when they have alternative actions displayed.
There is some support for this conclusion from the very first attempts to
carry out the complex tasks. The effect was small and the operators appeared
to learn rapidly. There were no observable differences for low complexity
tasks. The other aspect of hypothesis three is that experienced operator
performance is greater when the alternatives are not displayed. This relates
to the added time required to display the alternatives. This hypothesis was
not supported by the data. We would expect the performance of the mnemonic
format to be better after the experimental operators has become experienced.
The performance time curves leveled off at essentially the same performance
time for the long form mnemonic, prompt, and menu formats. Possibly more
detailed analysis might expose same difference but this would not be a large
difference.
Hypothesis five states that performance time is greater when the command
argument order is compatible with the task parameter order. The experimental
data provided some support for this hypothesis for complex task. The tasks
which were less complex only had two parameters and the effect was minimal.
Again, this effect may be related more to error performance then to time
performance, and a difference may show up when error analysis is done.
the experimental data provides strong support for hypothesis six.
Operator's manuals or documentation which are organized so the command lists
are functionally organized rather than alphabetically organized leads to
faster and more satisfying system performance. The performance times with
functionally organized manuals were better, operator attitudes about the
command format were better, and the completion rate was greater.
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10.0	 CONCLUSIONS
The following comments summarize the conclusions from this experi-
vent:
1. 'There is no one best command format.
2. There is one worst format, it is the short form mnemonic. All other
formats (long foam mnemonic, prompt,, and menu) start with some small
differential effects and settle to essentially the same performance
1 evel s.
3. Complexity is a major issue,, it produces most of the observed variance
in the experiment. The other effects appear to be related to the level
of complexity of the tasks.
4. Think time appears to predominate in performance times and in the variance
of performance times.
S. Documentaton is important to acceptance and performance using mnemonic
format. The prompt and menu formats arc less susceptible to degradation
due to poor documentation.
6: This experiment adequately explored short term effects but not long term
effects. Techniques other than experiments must be used to explore long
term. saturation, or overlearned effects.
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11.0	 REC"ERDATIONS
There are three areas about which recommendation can be made based
on this experiment.
First of all, the following recommendations can be made for design
of man-computer interface (MCI) systems:
1. The MCI should be designed in relation to systems usage. MCI's which are
going to be used by inexperienced operators, or used infrequently by even
experienced operators should be designed for cognitive simplicity (Appendix
A). MCI's which are used frequently. (i.e.. everyday) by experienced
operators should be designed for process simplicty.
2. The complexity of a MCI task should be kept within cognitive limitations.
If a basic task requires a great number of decisions then it should be
partitioned into a hierarchic format with a small number of decisions at
each stage. Specifically the short form mnemonic command structure should
not be used except for relatively simple systems.
3. The structure and organization of a MCI should be related to the functional
process being controlled. The operator should be able to relate his input
to the process that he is trying to control.
4. In the operator's manual, the list
ionally. That is commands should
simplify finding the desired one.
of commands should be organized funct-
be presented in functional groups that
The second set of recommendations involves additional activity or
this experimental data set:
1. The data samples taken after the initial closing date should be gathered
from the stations and included in the data set. This will increase the
sample size.
2. The data quality should be improved by finding and removing extraneous data.
This is data which is not representative of the operator's response. For
example. data from tests that were aborted should be removed.
• 3. Variables which were not scored for lack of time should be scor_+d and ana-
lyzed. This relates primarily to the short term memory variable and the
error profiles on other variables.
4. More sophisticated curve fitting should be attempted on the performance
data.
5. The data should be analyzed by separating out different groups (for example,
operators/non-operators) in order to examine population homogrnity.
6. Refine the operational definitions for task complexity.
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Finally, the follow areas should be considered for future research:
1. Investigations into the long term effects of the different formats, most
Ukely requiring field studys of existing systems.
2. Investigation of command structures with the goal of developing criteria
for optimizing the decision tree structure for MCI dialogue design.
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APPENDIX A
Simplicity in Command and Control Systems:
A Human Factors Consideration
SIMPLICI TY IM CDOMMD AMD CONTROL SYSTEMS:
A MUMAr FACTORS COMSIOERATION
Roy L. Chafin
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRA:T
Simp licity in the Man Computer Interface (MCI) is a desirable feature. hopefully, it makes
the system containing the MCI 'taster to use'. This pape r uses results from a MCI study at
the Jet ►repulsion Laboratory ( J OL) to identify an area where :he system iC:s can be simpli.
fiend. it identifies the circumstances where these simplifications are approp riate. The
concepts of Cognitive simplicity aria Process s +meilicity are presented as MCI design alterria-
tIves. The concepts of Understandability, Op Sion, learnability, level of learning,
and Useability are presented as tools fo r
 the :;itaam designe r . The use of these concepts to
provtdt a systWtic MCI design is discussed.
IMT1t0006—TI0M
The 
f
irst thought many system designers have, when considering how to hake the system easy
to use, is to kee p it simp le. Unfortunately. what is simple to one, easy not be simple to
another. Very often. simp licity to the systun designer ratans expressing the system in terms
not at all simple to the user. It is not simple to the use r because he does not understand
the system to the same depth as the designe r . In order then, to design a 'simple' K1, the
designe r needs to know the user's characteristics. very few systars designers are ortoarec
by tra , ning, experience, or even by basic nature to evaluate the systr-in use r pop ulation in
human terms. The system designe rs often cannot rely on Hyman Factors Specialists because of
their short supp ly.	 Typically, the system oesigner will have to carry the responsibility
for human factors. Hopefully. this pa per will be useful to the system designer in this
capacity. This is a conce p tual pa per exploring MCI simp iicity to the level below the over-
simpl istic 'ktec it simp le' idea.
It was recognized at J PL, a National Aeronaut i cs and S pace Adintnistration facility, that a
need existed tc improve the MCI In the cOmmanO and telemetry systems at the Deer Spare
Networt(DSN), a spacecraft tracking Station network. A project was initiated to gain a
better
 unde rstanding of the MCI dynamics. The project consisted of a series of focus groups,
a su rvey, and an ex periment (1). The focus groups and the surve y e.- p loreo the operator's
pe rtertion of the system. The experime-r provided connarative m+eas-,resents between different
MCI characte r istics in simulated system Configu rations. The concepts in this pa pe r rent
distilled from the focus g r oup results. It was observed that the ef fectiveness of the operator
depends upon the ope rator umoe rstanding how to operate the system. The effectiveness also
de pends upon the ope rator being ab l e to operate the system. These then are twc o f many
dimensions void+ affect the system* ease of use. The first is labeled Cognitive simclicit..
It is cnaracteristic of a system which is easy to use because the system is easy to understand.
The designer can improve Cognitive simplicity by providing system features ruler aid the
ope r ator in unde rstanding the system. The second Concert is labeled Pr ocess simp licity. It
is characterized by minimum physical or marital effort being reQutred to Opt rate the systeR.
The concert that humans pref e r ope rations with the least effort is attributed to
It has face validity and it was also su pported by the DSN MCI study. The system deslgn!r
can control the Cognitive and Process s i miol i c i ties and the reby hope f ully he can impr ov e the
effectiveness of the MCi des i gn. These two concepts are by no means the only ones affecting
the MCI design, but we are limited by eoundarirs of this paper to these two concerts.
'he concects of Unde rstandab i lity, Operation, learnability, level of learning, AMC Jseability
art prtse mtti ir. orde r to provide a conce p tua l frarmworl for the use of the concepts CIF
Cognitive and Pr ocess s i nliCltief by system+ designe rs. They art used by the sys:eft , designe-
to analyze the system environments and to develop the rat i onale to stlect tithe- Cognitive
or Process sin licity for a s pecific MC: design.
Proceeding-, of the 1980 International Telemetering Conf:rence,
14 - 16 October 1980, San Diego. California
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COGNITIVE SInPLICITI
A process which ties Cognitim simplicity is ON Mich If /OSy to understand. The process
My have Cognitive simplicity because it iS basically simple. It My have Cognitive simplic-
ity because it is compatible with the operators prior experience or knowledge. Cognitive
simplicity may be due to cognitive aides being Included In the design Of the i nterface for-
mat. That is, aids which facilitate the operator's unde rstanding of the MCI. They are
typically Structured aids such as genus or prompts which lead the operator throe:gr the MC:
dialogue. They can also be structural elements in the NCI command forssats which allow the
Ope rator to more easily separate the elommts of the command forget. Delimiters can be usec
in a Command format to Set off parameters and identify types of parameters.
For example:
MPC/36.2(10).18
	 (1)
the slash ('i') separate$ the aanemoniC command Mamie (MPC) from the argument parameters(36,2(10).18). The commas separate the parameters and the parenthesis identify an optional
parameter. Conversely, command formats which are separated by Only s paces are more cogni-
tively cgep,ex because they do not provide the cognitive aids which help the operator under-
stand the command structure.
Cognitive simplicity Can be enhanced in a System by providing complete and fully explanatory
error and status messages, on-screen instructions, or on-call help instructions. Complete
and fully explanatory gears that the messages contain all the information necessary to under-
stand the command process. It also means that t:t context is well established. English
language Characteristics can be used to enhance the understanding. SOject, very , object
forges can be used together with re0undancy to increase understanding. This is the natural
language concept suggested by many.
►aOCESS SIMPL1CITr
Process simp licity Watts to the relative ease which tasks Can be accom p lished. This may
deal primarily with anthropological characteristics of the compvter systee Operators. For
example, with typing tasks. issues such as finge r
 reach. keystroke pressure, key cap size,
key spacing, etc. (3) are important. The obstacles to Process simplicity are then physiolo-
gical limitotions, such as finger reach, arm movements, etc.
Process simplicity My also deal with the Rental effort required to operate a system. The
actions may be basically cognitive activities such as selecting an item out Of a population
of items. The obstacles to Process simp licity then are psychological limitations such as
short term memory, motivations, etc. Note that this Concept is different than Cognitive
simp licity in which we are Concerned with the Rental effort required to unde rstand the pro-
cess. The di f ference between the Concepts is the difference between the effort required to
unde rstand the process versus the effort required to accomplish the process.
UNDERSTANDABiL:n
Unde rstandab i lity (Figure 1-A) is the east of which the system can be understood by the
po pulation of operators. Understanding a system is the process of an individual developing
a model Of the system(4,5) within the his Own mind. On one end of this dimension, the
parts of the system and their interrelatiorshi ps fit together well in the individuals mind.
On the othe r end of the dimension, the individual Cannot identify par
t
s of the system
('it is a black box') or cannot deterlmine the relationship between parts ( -beats me how it
works'). System undtrstandability then is an aggr egate measure over the Operator population
of the state of individuals n nds or their attitudes about the system's ease o f understanding.
It can be massured with a self-reporting Questionnaire. This measure can provide a relative
measure for comiparing different systems, but does not provide an absolute measure.
OPERATION
The concept of Operation (Figure 1-6) can be described by considering the two a ll. of the
dimension. On one and, the operato r can Ope rate a systee based on his good unaerstandinS' 04
that system. That is, he has a good internal model of the systam. On the othe r end, he maY
not understand the system, but operates it by rote, or by previously established procedures.
Either method Is reasonable one can leaC to effective system o pe ration de pendinS u pon the
existing environment. Again, the system+ Can be characterized by the aggregate of measures
take n Ov!r the ope r ato r population.
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Figure 1.	 Concep t Dimensions
LEAR NAB ILITY
Learnability 1s one of those Concepts which is easy to inedequateiy de f ine. The difficulty
It: learn i ng ghat? Ino this pa per, system Learnability is limited to learning how to operate
the system. Note that Learnability and Understandability art separate concepts. An operator
can learn to operate a system without understanding the system. He Can Operate from procedures
(by rote). The dimension (Figure 1-C) varies from hard to learn to easy to learn. Easy to
learn can appl y to the idea that it is easy to learn the operating procedures or that it is
easy to learn to ope rate the system by functional understanding. Learnability can be measured
by the time required fo r an Operator to attain some proficiency lewd. The system Learnability
is an aggregate of the individual measures over the operator population.
LEVEL OF LEARNING
Level of learning (Figure 1-D) progresses from 'underlearred' in which the ooerator essentially
dots not know how to operate the system to 'overlearned' in winch the operator can operate
the system without having to think through each Step (i.a. automatically). The conce p t can
also be Considered in te rns of the mental effort required to operate the system. When an
individual is 'underlearneC', extreme men tal effort (6) is required. In c reased LAW of.
learning brings the individual to where he Can operate the system with the help of doCumenta-
tion or ass i stance frw other people. As his Level of learning increases, he required less
help froer. the documentation or other sourttS. Until he reaches an ove r l d rnec conC'tlo m in
which he needs no external assistance and furthermore he does not even have to think about
the process In orW t0 operate the system. An example is touch typing. a trainer typist
does not have to think about which finger is going to type a particular character, it is
automatic.
Ltvtl of learning is a characteristic of the operator population and thus iS an environmental
factor to system design. However, the Level of 'earning measure of the operator population
is influenced by the Ltarnability concep t which is a system factor.f  When the Learnability
of a system is high,, we can ex pect that the Level of learning will be highe r for that system
with any given operator population than for a system with low Learnability.
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USEAaILIn
Useability (Figure I-E) is concomW with the ease of operating the systems. It varies from
hard-to-use to easy-to-use. The measure of useability for system is an aggregate ssasure Of
the operator population's perce p tion of how ally it 1s to operate the system. It is obtained
through a Wf-reporting questionnaire. Useability is related to both cognitive effort
squired (i.e. mental effort) and to physical effort required. When the system is being
operated at a relatively low Level of learning, UsMbillty is primarily a c09nitive issue.
That is, the eperetcr must think through each step of the process and he has to exert axtrene
effort to understand what he Is attmmmptl ng to accomplish. WW the system Is being operated
At a relativel j high Level of learning, it is principally a miniorn effort issue. 	 the
operator does not have to expend effort to learn the system. No wants to expend the least
plVslcal effort in accomp lishing the task, , i.e. kaying in data, etc. And also rants to
expend the least mental effort in evaluating conditiems and making decisions.
COGNITIVE SIMPLICITY VEMS "OCF.SS SIMPLICITY
Cognitive simplicity or Process simplicity within the mma& computer interface design art
alternates available to the system designer. The interface can be designed to aid the under-
standing of the process or it can be designed to aid accomiplishing the process. The choice
of using a menu interface versus a anownic Interface is an example of these Choices. Several
authors have suggested that Jenu interface designs are useful when the user is learning the
System, but he tends to become impatient when he knows the system and what he has to do (4,7).
Menu interfaces usually are examples of Cognitive simplicity. They tend to be easy to under•
stand and easy to learn. They tend to not have Process simplicity. because it often requires
more effort to traverse through a series of menus than to enter a single anamonic commmand to
acco% lish a task. Also, waiting for the menu to be fisplayed tends to destroy the operst-r's
mental pacing.
Process simplicity to a MCI design is related to the effort required to accomplish the task.
For examp le, Process simplicity is obtained by'mininalzing the nM t r of key strokes or the
effort required to accomplish ! R+ keystrokes. Mnemonics with single characters provide
Process simplicity because of the minimum keystrokes. But a longer mnemonic (when properly
designed) may have Cognitive simplicity, that is. it Is easier to understand. For exaff*le,
'D' for display request can be keyed with only one keystroke, but 'DISPLAY' for display
request Is easier to understand. Which is better? It depends on the complexity of the task
and the level of learning associated with the o perator population. A simple System task
should allow a man-computer Interface design which is both cognitive an.i process simple.
Martin (8) describes an airline reservation system which uses single Character mnemonics and
each mnemonic is clea r ly related to its subject (ie. 'E' for End). Nowever, for a system.
MCI which Is more complex, that is. it has a greater repertoire of commands, the single
character loses its Cor itivt simplicity because of $M large discrimination space in which
the operator has to wort. He has sort things to scan in deciding which command to use. And
also, chances of aMiquity increase. For axamnplt, does 'D' mean Display or Delete' In the
DSN tracking station system smm-computer Interface study, the operators felt that three
character mnemonics tare about right. This was Influenced by the fact that the system that
they were normally use has three character mnemonics. What was inte resting was that they
did feel comfortable with the mnemonics. Three character fnemdnics more appropriate for the
command complexity of that specific system.
The system, which the operators In the DSN study normally use, is a mnemonic design. A
mmmmic MCI design uses a command identifier, the anomonic, and a list of arguments to
app ly to the commanded action. The operator has the option of using commas, slashes, colons,
etc., or spaces for delimiters.
For example:
XYY/26,15:46:24	 (2)
XYZ 26 154624	 (3)
The first examp le has Cogn i tive simplicity, the second has Process simplicity. The delimiters
in the first example provide Cognitive simplicity because they clearly delineate the mnemonic
from* its 8 r96mena (/), the arguments themselves (.), and the subparts of the tirvn word (:)
for hours, minutes, and seconds. The s p aces used as de l imiters In the second example provide
Process simplicity in ths ,  they are conside rably easier to use than the othe r delimintvs.
The s pace key iS la rge r than the other keys. Fitts law (9) i nd'cates bette r accuracy will
be attained with a laiW , key, because the operator is less 1itoly to miss the key. For
operators who touch type, the s pace ba r Is hit with the hump which has no othe r res pO W bi l
-ities. And the space bar does not require a shift key. caystrokes which require shiftinS
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Sri particularly bothersome. They featly reduce the Process simplicity. The level oe
learning for the DSN system indlCatad better cffectiveness for tat Process simrplicity
alternative (space delimiter option). A different system with a lover level of learning
would suggest that the deiimiter option with greater Cognitive simplicity would be more
effe"l w.
Error and status messages are another area in wA1Ch the system designer can exe"tise his
design prerogat i ves. No can design the system error and status messages to be either shor.
and concise or long and explanatory. They can be in the Operators terminoloe or the designers
terminology. The messages can explain the system fault only or they Can additionally suggest
recovery actions. The previous concepts can be used to help the designer choose the error
and status messages characteristics.
Sys^ears operating in a low level of learning emriroment call for Cognitive simplicity. The
system messages should be easy to understand. They should be long emougn to be self-
explanatory. Systems operating in a high Level of learning environamnt can be designed with
Process simplicity. The frequency in which the message appears generally determines the
Level of learning for that message. When a message appears very often, the operator recognizes
the message immediately. Often, he recognizes it by its form rather then its content. That
is, he recognizes the pattern, say the number of words or the size of words. This condition
calls for a message with Process simplicity. It should be short so that it does not tie up
the Input/Output terminal and it does not mate the operator watt for its Completion. Messages
which are infrequent, call for Cognitive simplicity. They should be complete in their content,
because the operator requires the content, in order to understand the nessage.' These messages
tend to be longer. A special case is a message %Rich warns of a high risk system condition.
When the risk associated with mrtsunderstanding a system message is high, that message should
be cognitively simple. It should be complete and tamer-explanatory even though it may be
long and may appear often.
Cognitive simplicity and ►mess simplicity are not mutually exclusive. A system message
ma y have both Cognitive and Process simplicity, i.e. It Can be high in both dimensions. It
can be short and completely understandable. Of course that is preferable, but not always
obtainable. The op posite can also be true. The message may be low in both dimensions. It
may be long and difficult to understand.
Whether the message is cognitively simple or complex 1s deterelned largely by ndhether it Is
presented in the operators terminology or t1e designer's tarminology. That is, whether it
fits the operator's internal model or ttme Usigner's internal model. Consider for example
the following messages:
'The telemetry data rate is exceeding the system capacity.'
'Step 26a is aborted.'
MM buffer overflow.'
The first message Is appropri ate to in operator's internal model when operating by functional
understanding. It refers to the functional process of the system. The woad message is
a ppropri ate to an operator's model vRmen operating by pmedurts. It refers to a procedure
step rather than the systes itse l f. The third message is i n appropri ate because it is presented
In terns of the systems internal design. It represents the designer's internal model not
the operator's.
Error, warning, or fault messages can enhance cognitive sim p licity by suggesting recovery
action. The first message eight also say 'Reduce spacecraft telemetry data rate.' The
second message might go on to tell the operator to 'So to Anomm p ly Procedure 1151.' Again,
the Arlon suggested is in terPS of the ope rating method expected. When operating by func-
tional unde rstanding (Figure 1-1). the recovery action should be given In terwrs of the system
functions (i.e. reduce telemetry data rate). Whom operating by procedures (Figure 1-6), the
recovery action should be given in terms of the procedures being used.
D:SCUSSIOh
Concep ts such as have been presented in this pa per are only good when they can be used.
This discussion wilt add ress the issue of how these concepts can be used in cyst" design.
.ritially, the system designe r must analyze the system goals. In addition, to the functional,
cutt, and szhedula requirements, husmn factor goals should be analyzed. usually, this is
fairly simple. We wan: to maximize useability and hope fully thereby fain the most frOP the
operator stif f . However , othe r foals any be Important, possibly political goals for exam .^1e.
This analysis %ill affect late r design efforts.
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The environment factors M+1ch influence the system design can be analyzed In terms of the
previous concepts. The Dperation Conce pt is influenced by management desires. The military
very often operates by rote or procedure ('Don't try to understand it. just do what you are
told,') The Operation Concept is influenced by such factors as personal turnover rates.
For operations with low turnover, operation by functional understanding is appropriatt;
especially when the operators are well trained. experienced. and the operations task is
somewhat wnstrvcturtd. The JPL DSM has a rolotively low operator turnove r and the operators
art well trained and a n ex perienced. However, the high risk of failurt in spacecraft
operations make a Combination of operating by procedures and by functional understtnding
appropriate.
The level of learning Is determined by the interaction of the ogeratOr population skill
levels and the Learnability of the system. The type of user influences the axpected Level
of learning. sbvice user will probably operate the system in an underlearned state. Casual
users would operate the systse with a higher Level of learning. They would have a basic
understanding. but would rsquire relearning details every time that they operate the systor.
Dedicated and experienced operators would probably operate the system at an overlearned
level.
Cognitive simplicity and Process simplicity art used to tailor the operation of the system
to match the environment as analyzed with the precooding concepts. For example, the tracking
stations of the JPL OSM operate at close to an overlearnad condition. Soft procedures are
available for operations, but the operators normally wort by functional understanding. The
tracking station operational systaus that are used weryday to track spacecraft, mostly have
Process simplirity. The initial surveys conducted by the Human Factors Project Indicate
that the NCI design was appropriate for the existing Larval of learning and the ty pe of
Operations exce pt for one area. The initialization of the systems require a sequence of
inputs to set up the system configuration. Sows operators felt uncomfortablt because the
sequence required a higher level of understanding than existed and the process was prone to
operator errors. The rtcommerdation was to change the initialization from a wnenonic design
to a prompted design in orde r to gain Cognitive simplicity. Another area that requires
greater Cognitive simplicity is the system which are used infrequently, such as the utility
prograes, dump programs, test programs, etc. The users must relearn them each time they are
used. It is not cost effective to develop procedures for their use, they art used infre-
quently and very often are used on rather unstructured tasks (i.e.. troubleshooting). An
NCI design with greater Cognitive simplicity is wort appro priate. such as a menu or prompted
design.
CONCLUS1OKS
This paper has presented a series of Concepts which hopefully provide a then-atic foundation
for one sAail area of ma n-computer interlace design. The concepts provide an analytic tool
for specific MCI design projects. Admittedly, this design approach say present difficulty
to the MCI designer . Concepts are much harder to use than guidelines. Theoretical analysis
places a greate r
 burden on the designer to understand and properly use the conce pts. Assuming
that the Concepts and their relationship are realistic and that the added analytic Complexity
is mrstered, the benefit is a more systemic IiCI design which will hopefully lead to a
better MCI design.
The concepts of Cognitive and Process simplicity provide the MCI designe rs with specific
design alternatives. The concepts of Operation and Level of laarning provide the fraaewort
for selecting either Cognitive or Process simplicity for the MCI design. The conce p ts of
Understandability and Learnability provide tools for the evaluation and com parlson of different
MC: designs. And the Useability Conce p t prtrvides an analysis and evaluation tool for the
MC: design in tarn Of the system objectives.
RECOMME NDAT I DKS
The concepts of Understandability. Ltarnability. Operation Level of Isa r-Ming. and Useability
are presented in this pa pe r t0 support system ana l ysis in developing the rationale for se1W..-
ing either Cognitive or Process simplicity. The depth of this pope- predicated liimitee
discussion of these concepts. Further conce ptual rev inement is rocoonendeC. And in order
to provide working tools for the syster, designe r , it is recomre idea that guidelines be devel.
op" for specific ap p lication areas and measuring instr%M-Its be dtvtloW for each concept.
r.
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APPENDIX 8
Experiment completion statistics
Format Frequencies
FORMAT MACHINE TEST TEST EXPECTED
STARTS STARTS COMPLETIONS FREQUENCIES
Short form mnemonic one	 17( 6.8%) 16(10.0x) 13(12.2x) 12.5%
Short form mnemonic two	 20(10.3x) 17(10.5%) 7( 6.6%) 12.5%
Long form mnemonic 56(28.8%) 43 26.7%
49 30.4 %
30 28.3x
34 32.0%
25.0%
Prompted 60(31.0%) 25.0%
Menu 41(21.1%) 36(22.3% 22(20.7%1 25.0%
Totals TM.W
PERF TEST
COMPLETED
13(81X)
7(70%)
30(88%)
34(81%
2285%
SIG
PERF TEST
14(87%)
8(80%)
31 91%)
36 86X)
24 92%
Performance test completion by format
FORMAT	 PERF TEST
STARTED
Short form mnemonic one 	 16(10'"x)
Short form mnemonic two 	 10(100)
Long form menmonic 	 34(100%
Prompted	 42,100%;
Menu
	
	
26 100%
Totals
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APPENDIX C
Ca umand Formats
Short Form Mnemonic One Command Format
Software Operators Manual
The following commands are used in the command directive test.
Navigation System
Longitude: Ion/AAA BB CC D
AAA is the longitude degrees (0 - 359)0
BB is the longitude minutes 0 - 59 .
CC is the longitude seconds 0 - 59;.
0	 is east or west longitude (E/W).
example: Ion/89 50 12 E
Latitude:
	 lat/AAA BB CC D
AAA is the latitude degrees (0 - 359).
BB is the latitude minutes (0 • 59).
CC is the latitude seconds (0 • 59 .
0	 is north or south latitude (N/S).
example: lat/218 45 1 N
Day of year for the arrival: doa/AAA
AAA is the day of year for the ship's arrival (1 - 366).
example: doa/256
Time of day for the arrival: toa/AAAA
AAAA is the time of day for the ship's arrival in GMT (0 - 2400).
example: toa/1800
Status: nav/status
Navigation system status request.
Ship Control System
Heading: hed/AAA
AAA is the commanded ship's heading in degrees (0 - 360).
example: hed/210
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Speed:	 spd/AA
AA is the commanded ship's speed in knots.
example: spd/18
Status:	 Shp/status
Propulsion Control System
Select type of fuel:	 ftp/A
A is either bunker fuel 1, 2, or 3
example: ftp/1
Note: when the fuel type is selected, the fuel flow rate and the
boiler pressure must also be changed.
Fuel Flow Rate:	 frt/AAA
AAA is the fuel flow rate in KG per hr. (100 - 600 KG per hr.).
example: frt/200
Boiler pressure:
	
bpr/AAA
AAA is the commanded boiler pressure in PSI (50 - 250 PSI).
example: bpr/100
Status:	 prp/status
Radar Control System
Mode control: mde/AAA
AAA is either scan for the scan mode, or track for the track mode*
example: mde/scan
Note: The mode command must be entered first for scan or track
mode changes.
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For the scan mode, the following commands must be entered.
Moving Target Indicator: mti /AA
AA selects the moving target indicator either on or off (on/off).
example: mti/on
Note: The MTI command must be set in the scan mode but must not
be set in the track mode.
Beam width: bwd /AAAAAA
AAAAAAA selects the beam wide to narrow, medium, or wide.
example: bwd/medium
Note: The beam width must be set in the scan mode but must not
be set in the track mode.
For the track mode, the following command must be issued.
Target direction:
	
rdr/AAA
AAA is the direction to the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: rdr/289
Note: The direction command must be issued in the track mode
but must not be issued in the scan mode.
Range:	 rng /AAA
AAA is the range scale for the scan mode and the target acquisition
scale for the track mode. The range of values is 5,10,15,25,50,100 KM
example: rng/15
Note: The range command must be set in both the scan and the track modes.
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4Pulse rate:	 prt/AAA
AAA is the pulse rate in PPS (50,100,150,250,500 9 1000 PPS).
-	 example: prt/100
Note: The pulse rate must be set for scan or track mode. It can
be changed without changing the :nodes, in which case it is
entered without the mode command. The power level must be
set whenever the pulse rate is changed.
Power level:	 plv/AA
AA sets the transmitter power level in KW's (1,5,10 KW).
example: plv/10
Note: The power level can be changed for the last configuration.
If the pulse rate is changed, it must be entered before the
power level command.
Status:	 rds/status
Fire Control System
Torpedo system
Torpedo Tube select:
	
tbn/A
A is the selected torpedo tube number (1 - 4).
example: tbn/3
Torpedo warhead select:	 twh/AA
AA selected the warhead for the torpedo . The chose is between
high explosive (HE) or armor piercing (AP).
example: twh/AP
Target range: trg/AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA is the range to the target in meters.
example: trg/13000
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Torpedo running speed: tsp/AA
AA is the torpedo running speed in knots.
example: tsp/25
Torpedo running depth: tdp/AA
AA is the torpedo running depth in meters.
example. Ldp/10
Status:
	
tpd/status
Cannon system
Platform number:
	 pno/A
A is the number of the gun platform containing the selected cannon (1 - 6).
example: pno/3
Gun size:	 gsz/AA
AA selects either the 20 mm cannon (20) or the 125 mm cannon (125).
example: gsz/125
Target altitude:
	 cal/AAAA (20 mm cannon only)
AAAA is the altitude in meters of the aircraft target for
the 20 mm cannon in the anti-aircraft mode.
example: cal/500
Target direction:	 cdr/AAA
AAA is the direction of the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: cdr/245
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fTarget range: crg/AAAAAA
AAAAAAA 1s the range to the target in meters.
example: crg/200000
Number of rounds: nrd/AA
AA is the number of rounds to be fired.
example: nrd/200
Warhead select:
	 cwh/AA
AA is either HE for high explosive, AP for armor piercing, or
SP for shrapnel.
example: cwh/SP
Status:	 cst/status
Machine gun system
Machine gun number:	 mgn/A
A is the machine gun number (1 - 20, or all)
example: mgn/15
Machine gun size: 	 msz/AA
AA is 30 for .30 caliber machine guns and 50 for .50 caliber ones.
example: msz/50
Target direction:	 mtd/AAA
AAA is the direction to the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: mtd/145
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Target range: mtr /AAAAAA
AAAAAA is the range to the target in meters.
example: mtr/12000
Cease Fire:	 cfr/
This commands the previously selected machine guns to cease firing.
Status:	 mgs/status
Depth charge system
Number of depth charges:	 dcn/A	
3
A is the number of depth charges to be dropped.
example: dcn/5
	 ,a
Depth charge size:	 dsz /AAA
AAA is either 100, 250, or 500 KG's to select the size of the
depth charges to be dropped.
example: dsz/250
Interval:	 int /AA
AA is the number of seconds interval between dropping the individual
depth charges.
example: int/15
Firing depth:	 dpt /AA
AA is the firing depth in meters set into the depth charges.
example: dpt/60
Status:	 dcs/status
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Short Form Mnemonic Two Command Format
Software Operators Manual
The following commands are used in the command directive test.
bpr/AAA	 Boiler pressure, propulsion control system.
AAA is the commanded boiler pressure in PSI (50 - 250 PSI).
example: bpr/100
bwd /AAAAAA Beam width, scan mode, radar control system.
AAAAAA selects the beam width to narrow, medium, or wide.
example: bwd/medium
Note: The beam width must be set in the scan mode but must not
be set in the track mode.
cal /AAAA	 Target altitude, cannon system (20 mm cannon only).
AAAA is the altitude in meters of the aircraft target for
the 20 mm cannon in the anti-aircraft mode.
example: cal/500
cdr/AAA	 Target direction, cannon system.
AAA is the direction of the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: cdr/245
cfr/	 Cease fire, machine gun system.
This commands the previously selected machine guns to cease firing.
crg/AAAAAA	 Target range, cannon system.
AAAAAA is the range to the target in meters.
example: crg/20000
cst/status
	 Status, cannon system.
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cwh/AA	 Warhead select, cannon system
AA is either HE for high explosive, AP for armor piercing, or
SP for shrapnel.
example: cwh/SP
dcn/A	 Number of depth charges, depth charge system
A is the number of depth charges to be dropped.
example: dcn/5
dcs/status
	
Status, depth charge system
doa/AAA	 Day of year for the arrival, navigation system.
AAA is the day of year for the hip's arrival (1 - 366).
example: doa/256
dpt/AA	 Firing depth, depth charge system.
AA is the firing depth in meters set into the depth charges.
example: dpt/6r
dsz/AAA	 Depth charge size, depth charge system.
AAA is either 10C, 250, or 500 KG's to select the size of the
depth charges to be dropped.
example: dsz/250
-frt/AAA	 Fuel flow rate, propulsion control system.
AAA is the fuel flow rate in KG per hr. (100 - 600 KG per hr.).
example: frt/200
ftp/A
	
Select type of fuel, propulsion control system.
A is either bunker fuel 1, 2, or 3
example: ftp/1
Note: When the fuel type is selected, the fuel flow rate and the
boiler pressure must also be changed.
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gsz/AA	 Gun size, cannon sytem.
AA selects either the 20 mm cannon (20) or the 125 mm cannon (125).
example: gsz/125
hod/AAA	 Heading, ship control system.
AAA is the commanded ship's heading in degrees (0 - 360).
example: hed/270
int /AA 	Interval, depth charge system.
AA is the number of seconds interval between dropping the individual
depth charges.
example: int/15
lat /AAA BB CC D	 Latitude, navigation system.
AAA is the latitude degrees (0 - 359).
BB is the latitude minutes (0 - 59).
CC is the latitude seconds (0 - 59).
D	 is north or south latitude (N/S).
example: lat/218 45 1 N
navigation system.
(0 - 359).
(0 - 59).
0 - 59).
(E/w)•
Ion /AAA BB CC D
	
longitude
AAA is the longitude degrees
BB is the longitude minutes
CC is the longitude seconds
D	 is Past or west longitude
example: Ion/89 50 12 E
mde /AAA	 Mode control, radar control system.
AAA is either scan for the scan mode, or track for the track mode.
example: mde/scan
Note: The mode command must be entered first for scan or track
mode changes.
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mgn/A
	Machine gun number, machine gun system.
A is the machine gun number (1 - 20, or all).
example: mgn115
mgs/status
	 Status, machine gun system.
msz/AA
	Machine gun size, machine gun system.
AA is 30 for .30 caliber machine guns and 50 for .50 caliber ones.
example: msz/50
mtd /AAA	 Target direction, machine gun system.
AAA is the direction to the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: mtd/145
Mti /AA	 Moving target indicator, scan mode, radar system.
AA selects the moving target indictor either on or off (on/off).
example: mti/on
Note: The MTI command must be set in the scan mode but must not
be set in the track mode.
mtr/AAAAAA	 Target range, machine gun system.
AAAAAA is the range to the target in meters.
example: mtr/12000
nav/status	 Status, navigation system.
nrd/AA
	 Number of rounds, cannon system.
AA is the number of rounds to be fired.
example: nrd/200
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plv/AA	 Power level, radar control system.
AA sets the transmitter power level in KW's (1, 5, or 10 KW).
example: plv/10
Note: The power level can be changed for the last configuration.
If the pulse rate is changed, it must be entered before the
power level command.
pno/A	 Platform number, cannon system.
A is the number of the gun platform containing the selected cannon(1 - 6).
example: pno/3
prp/status	 Status, propulsion control system.
prt/AAA	 Pulse rate, radar control system.
AAA is the pulse rate in PPS (50,100,150,250,500,1000 PPS).
example: prt/100
Note: The pulse rate must be set for scan or track mode. It can
be changed without changing the modes, in which case it is
entered without the mode command. The power level must be
set whenever the pulse rate is changed.
rds/status
	
Status, radar control system.
rdr/AAA	 Target direction, track mode, radar control system.
AAA is the direction to the target in degrees (0 - 360).
example: rdr/289
Note: The direction command must be issued in the track mode
but must not be issued in the scan mode.
rng/AAA
	
Range, radar control system.
AAA is the range scale for the scan mode and the target acquisition
scale for the track mode. The range of values is 5,10,15,25,50,100 KM.
example: rng/15
Note: The range command must be set in both the scan and the track modes.
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shp/status	 Status, ship control system.
spd/AA	 Speed, ship control system.
AA is the commanded ship's speed in knots.
example: spd/18
tbn/A
	 Torpedo tube select, torpedo system.
A is the selected torpedo tube number (1 - 4).
example: tbn/3
tdp/AA 	 Torpedo running depth, torpedo system.
AA is the torpedo running depth in meters.
example: tdp/10
toa/AAAA Time of day for the arrival, navigation system.
AAAA is the time of day for the ship's arrival	 in GMT (0 - 2400).
example: toa/1800
tpd/status	 Status, torpedo system.
trg/AAAAAA	 Target range, torpedo system.
AAAAAA is the range to the target in meters.
example: trg/13000
tsp /AA 	 Torpedo running speed, torpedo system.
AA is the torpedo running speed in knots.
example: tsp/25
twh/AA	 Torpedo warhead select, torpedo system.
AA selects the warhead for the torpedo. The chose is between
high explosive (HE) or armor piercing (AP).
example: twh/AP
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Long Form Mwnic Command Format
Software Operators Manual
The following omwends are used to control the ship in this exercise.
the-delimiters between the parameters of these cmunds can be either spaces or
oaomas. Except where parameters are skipped and omw as are required to
identify missing parameters.
Navigation system
nav/AAA, BED, CC, D, EEE, FF, GG, H, I I I, JJJJ
where:
AAA is the longitude degrees (0-359).
BB is the longitude minutes (0-59).
CC is the longitude seconds (0-59).
D is the east or west longitude (E/W).
EEE is the latitude degrees (0 - 359).
FF is the latitude minutes (0 - 59).
OG is the latitude seconds (0 - 59).
H is north or south latitude (N/S).
III is the arrival day of year (1 - 366).
JJJJ is the arrival time of day (0 - 2400)GHT.
example: nav/186,57,32,E,97,3,16,S,226,1800
Zb request status: nav/status
Ship control system
ship/AAA,BB
Where:
AAA is the ship's heading in degrees (0 - 360).
BB is the ship's speed in knots.
example: ship/180 15
Note: The ship's heading and speed can be cawed separately.
example: ship/127
ship/,21
To request status: ship/status
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Propulsion system
prop/A,BBB4O00
*here:
A	 is the type of fuel selected (1, 2, or 3).
BBB is the commanded fuel flow rate in KG per hr (100 - 600 KG per hr.).
CCC is the commanded boiler pressure in PSI (50 to 250 PSI).
example: prop/1 200 100
Note: The fuel flow rate and boiler pressure can be changed without
changing the fuel type.
example: prop/,300,250
To request status: prop/status
Radar system
radr/scan,AAA,BB,DD,EEE,FF
for the scan mode and
radr/track,000,DD,EEE,FF
for the track mode
Where:
scan selects the scan mode.
track selects the track mode.
AAA is the scanning beam width (narrow, medium, or wide).
BB	 is the MTI control (on/off) for scan mode only.
CCC is the target direction in degrees for acquisition (0 - 360),
for track mode only.
DD is the range selector in KM (5 - 100 KM) for the scan mode.
DD	 is the target acquisition range in KM (3 - 100 KM) for the track mode.
EEE is the pulse rate in PPS (50 - 1000 PPS).
FF	 is the transmitter power level select in KW (1, 5, or 10 KW).
examples: radr/scan,medium,off,10,150,5
radr/track,256,100,500,10
To change pulse rate and power level only for scan mode:
radr/scan ... 250,10
To change pulse rate and power level only for track mode:
radr/track „250,10
r.
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Note: For abbreviated commands the mode must be consistent with
the previously selected mode.
To change the power level only:
radr/scan..,,.5
radr/track,,,,5
To request status: radr/status
Fire Control System
The following commands control the firing systems, torpedo, cannon.,
machine gun, and depth charge.
Torpedo
firet/A,BB4O00,DD,EE
Where:
A	 is the torpedo tube number (1 - 4).
BB	 is the warhead select
HE for high explosive
AP for armor piercing.
CCC is the range to the target in :peter,:.
DD is the torpedo running speed in knots.
EE is the torpedo running depth in meters.
example: firet/4,AP,1E000,35.15
To request status: firet/status
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Cannon
firec/A,BB4O00C,DDDD,EEEE,FFF,GG
Where:
A	 is the gun platform number (1 - 6).
BB is the size of the gun selected (20 for 20 mm, 125 for 125 mm).
CCCC is the target altitude in meters (20 mm gun only).
DDDD is the target direction in degrees (0 - 360).
EEEE is the target range in meters.
FFF is the number of rounds to be fired.
GG is the warhead select,
HE for high explosive,
AP for armor piercing,
SP for shrapnel.
examples: firec/4,20,850,135,1800,10,HE
firec/3,125 „45,18000,2,SP
To request status: firec/status
Machine Gun system
firemg/A,BB4O00,DDDD
Where:
A	 is the machine gun number (1 - 20,
88	 is the machine gun size,
30 for .30 caliber, or
50 for .50 caliber.
CCC is the target direction in degrees
DDDD is the target range in meters.
example: f i remg/3 30 105 800
To cease firing:
firec/cease fire
To request status:
firec/status
or al 1).
(0 - 360).
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Depth Charge system
firedc/A,BBB,CC,DD
Where:
A	 is the number of depth charges to be dropped.
BBB is the size of the depth charges (100, 250, or 500 KG).
CC is the interval in seconds between depth charge drops.
DO is the fire depth in meters set into the depth charges.
example: firedc/4 100 20 25
Status:
firedc/status
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Prompt Command Format
Software Operators Manual
The following prompts will be issued with the corresponding responses
expected. Underlining indicates specific response options. Each
response is terminated with a carriage return. A prompt can be bypassed
with a carriage return response.
FY
Prompt	 Response
System
SYSTEM?	 navigation
ship
Propulsion
radar
fire control
Explanation
Selects the navigation system.
Selects the ship control system.
Selects the propulsion system.
Selects the radar system.
Selects the fire control system.
Navi q ation System
STATUS?	 yes	 requests navigation system status
no	 no or CR selects next prompt
LONGITUDE':	 Enter longitude in degrees, minutes, seconds, and east or west
LATITUDE?	 Enter latitude in degrees, minutes, seconds, and north or south
ARRIVAL DAY OF YEAR? Enter arrival day of year (1 - 366)
ARRIVAL TIME OF DAY? Enter arrival time of day (0 - 2400)
Shi p
 Control System
STATUS?	 Yes	 requests ship control system status
no	 no or CR selects next prompt
HEADING?
	
Enter ship's heading in degrees (0 - 360)
SPEED?	 Enter ship's speed in knots
Propulsion System
STATUS?	 Xes
	
requests propulsion system status
no
	
no or CR selects next prompt
FUEL TYPE?	 1,2,3
	
Selects the fuel type
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Propulsion System (cont.)
FUEL RATE?	 Enter fuel flow rate in KG per hr. (100 - 600)
BOILER PRESSURE? Enter boiler pressure in PSI (50 - 250)
Radar System
STATUS? Yes requests radar system status
no no or CR selects the next prompt
MODE? scan Selects operating mode
Track
BEAM WIDTH? narrow Selects scan beam width (scan mode only)
medium Bypass for track mode.
wide
DIRECTION? Enter target direction in degrees (0 - 360) (track mode only)
Bypass for scan mode.
MTI? on Controls moving target indicator
oTf (scan mode only) bypass for track mode.
RANGE? Enter range in KM Range scale for scan mode.
(5 - 100) Acquisition range for track mode.
PULSE RATE? Enter pulse rate
in PPS (50 - 1000)
POWER LEVEL? Enter power level in Transmitter output power level.
KW (1,5,10)
Fire Control System
WEAPONS?	 torpedo
cannon
machine gun
depth charge
Selects the torpedo system
Selects the cannon system
Selects the machine gun system
Selects the depth charge systbm
* Torpedo system
STATUS?
TUBE N0.?
yes	 requests the torpedo system status.
no	 no or CR selects the next prompt.
Enter the tube number Selects the torpedo tube number to
be used (1 - 4).
WARHEAD?	 HE
	
Selects either the high explosive
or armor piercing warhead.
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Torpedo system (cont.)
RANGE?	 Enter range to target in meters.
SPEED?	 Enter torpedo running speed in knots.
DEPTH?	 Enter torpedo running depth in meters.
* Cannon system
STATUS?	 yes	 requests cannon system status.
no	 no or CR selects next prompt.
GUN NO.?	 Enter gun platform number (1 - 6).
SIZE?	 20	 gun size selected either 20 mm or 125 mm.
T25
TARGET ALTITUDE? Enter target altitude in meters (20 mm gun only).
TARGET DIRECTION? Enter target direction in degrees (0 - 360).
RANGE?
	
Enter target range in meters.
NUMBER OF ROUNDS? Enter number of rounds to be fired.
WARHEAD?	 HE	 Select warhead, eith high explosive,
armor piercing, or shrapnel.
SP
* Machine gun system
STATUS?	 yes	 requests machine gun status
no or CR	 selects next prompt.
CEASE FIRE?	 yes	 cease firing on all machine guns
no	 selects next prompt.
MACHINE GUN PLATFORM? Enter machine gun number (1-20 or all)
SIZE?	 30	 .30 caliber
'50	 .50 caliber
DIRECTION?	 Enter target direction in degrees (0-360)
C-21
;I
F* Depth Charge system
STATUS?	 Yes
no
NUMBER OF DEPTH CHARGES?
requests machine gun system status.
no or CR selects the next prompt.
Enter the number of depth charges to be dropped in
the pattern.
SIZE?	 100	 Size of the depth charges to be
W	
dropped in KG.
INTERVAL?
	 Enter the interval between depth charge drops in seconds.
DEPTH?	 Enter the firing depth in meters.
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Menu Command Format
•bYSTBM SELECT".
6 1.' $AV bYSTrx".
. 102. ae11t+ GUNfwUL aY5'1'Ee003. PRUPULSI(IN CUINTkJL a Y Asil'
04. RAUAM (N)NTNUL SYSTEM'
•y . FIVE GIMIROL aYbTEMm
IN* * TERMINATE NEOutaTS"
"NAV wtJUIEST , .
all HEA NiQuisT"
82. STATUa'.
43. LAST AtNJ I .
49. 5161 1jM MtNJ"•
-ENTI d ' LUNG I CJDE "
"tNfee+ LAf1TUJe '
• tHrrm AxxIVAL DAY Ue YaAet '.
-tiNTEet • A#WI VAL TIMI: OF DA(
"T'it NAV IGATIUN a v4 rix 15 unccN".
IP t:uNTkUL" ^
HGADINU a SPEELM
HEAUINJ ONLY'."
SI O &V UNLY".
STATUS-,
LAST YEN u" .
SYSTEM MrlNU"
-ENTEW HEADING4ENTEd SMEED • •
'THt 'Sei10 GUNTdUL SYSTEM IS UuEEN'
-PetUPULSIUN C(k4TWULN.
O le 10 I4UPUL5104 SYSTEN SEI UP-,
02. FUtL KATE a IAJILER PKES4UHE ONLY"
A39 STATUS",
0 4. LAST AENu • .
05. SYSTEM MtNU',
-THE P;U;ULSIUN SYSTEM
 STATUS IS GREEN"
-FUEL TYPE-..
4 1. UUM"N FUEL #I&
0 2. DUNKk ed FUEL 02"
43. AUNKEN FULL •3"
04. LAST MENU",
"6. z44TE14 ME.dU"
•FUEL KATt-
O le 00 KG Pik Het"
02. 1uN KU PER MR"
•3. 3w KU Pik HR'
0 4 *
 40%) KJ Peet HK'
8 5. 500 1cG PEK Hie*
06. 600 KG PEN MIt"0 7. LAST MENu' .
•e. SYSTEM MEAUN.,
-dUILEW PWESSUKt"
a 1.	 toU PSI"
A1. 1 w psi*
0 3. 150 PSI"
-4. l0A PSI"
'9. L9v 3SI
-o. LAST •tNu'.
-1. SYSTEM rtNU"
1
Abw
-1.
-2.
-3.
S4.
-5.
-6.
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ARAOWCOMTMuL"
!19 SET UP Met MADAIt Muut"
at. rOMEN LEVeL ONLY"
"A- ruLSe MAU AND ruNEN LEVXL ONLY"
•4. SrA]Ub"
•5. LAST MENU"
06. SYSTEM #&Aum
IRAuAN * SYb"rFw 1S (MUNN
tMAjAx 1K)ui SUN i tuL"
m 1. bCAN" •
9 2. ItAU^I"
mi. LAST MC,+u" .
04 0 5Y5reM Me+vu"
SRAJill $CAM N IUTH CUNTMUL"
• 1. MARNUM",
•t. MtUIuM"
M 3. COE".
•4. LAST AhMu",
•7. SYb1tM MtNU"
•fa tO WAUAM MUINTIN4 019tCT IOAN
•MII CUNTHUL"
• 1 . UN",
"t. UFF".
"d. LAST a6W" •
04. 4YbTI:M MtNU",
•RADAR MANGE SEUCTuK"
• 1. 5 KM"
"2. 10 KM"
"d. 12 KM"
•4. 25 KM"
05. 50 KM",
06. 1 w ICM",
0 7. SYSTEM MENU"
•WAIM PULSE NATEO,
M I. 50 PPS"
"L. luu MM S"
"2. 15o Peso
4. 250 PPS"
5. bJu MPs"
6. 1 Wu MPS",
7. LAST McNu",
•d. SYSTEM Alau"
•RAW►N ' PUMEN LEViL"
A l.	 1 KM",
•2. 5 00 •
".1.	 10 Kn". .
04- LAST Menu"
OP I^
9L^jS
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•FIRE doOTROL".
•SELECT MEAPnNS SYSTEM•
"1. T1IRPEDn".'
0 2. CANNON"
04. DEPTHNCHARuE"
6 6. LAST MENU",
"a. SYSTEM MENU"
"TONPIWO k;ONTitOL"
0 1. F1kt 1(MVt 1A)"
"1. . 41 AIu a" ,
"i. LAST NtNU"
04. 4YSTLM NtOU"
" TOkPdu SY ST" 1S uk ttN"
"SELECT TwtOW) TW1E81.
6 1. USE NO. I"
•t. TUde NO.2"
"J. TudE NO.!"
04. TUdc 00.4"
"a. LAST NtNU"
ao. SYSTEM Nttu"
"TUWPt0u NANHtAII 'nLhCT-
a 1. HIGH k0LU,1Vt"
'1. ANNUk PI&WQINU"
"J. LAST skENU"
414. 4YSTEA s4aw"
O"TER Uwai:T KANUE IN NiT"b-"
"ENTtR • TUKMEDU WUNN INU SOEEO IN RNUTa "
"ENTEk TU,tPM) PdUNNINU UEMTH IN METEkS-"
"CANNON CWNUOL",
"1. FINE CANNON"
• t. CrIANVt NAMHEAD ONLY"
"3. CAANUt TAWLAiT WILY"
"4. Z[ATUS",
"to • L1,I N&t u• .
"a. aYSIEN NtNU",
aW1N ' MLATFukN SELECT".
a l. Go Nu. 1"
2. UUN NO. t"
3. UUN NO. j"84. GUN HU. 4"
A5. UUN NO. Zia
"a. UUN Nu. o"
"l. ALL UUNZ",
ad. LAS[ NESU"
'o. 4UTEN NEN1P
aGUN'SI2E",
"I. 20 1wm
42. 125 NN"
m!. LAST AENU",84. SYSTEM MENU"
"Li[EN imUtT ALi1TUUt "
"ENTEN TAkUET 01WECTIU -"
"ENIEN ' TARGET RANGE 10 METkkS-"
"ENTkk NU,%bEw OF kOUNU,
"nAitHEAD :WtLECT" ,
"1. HIGH EXMLOSIVE"
"l. ARMOR PUACIM0
03, Wt AMNEL",
4. LAST MEAU"
5. *YSTEN Nt40
•ALL CANMUMb Atli W "N«
r- Ir.
'	 OMA
•1.
"2.
•4.
a5.
Mo.
WINE GUN CONTROL"
FINIfi MACHINE GUN"
CHAN" TAMUET"
CEASE FIKINU"
STATUS"
LAST MENu"
SYSTEM M"US
•MACHIN9 GUN STATUSO
"DUNS Nu. 3(.34J CAL) AND 90.12 (.50 CAL)•
AidE JAMMED"
ALL 0THbN GUNS ARE GREEN"
MSEIACT MACHINE GUNS (NO. I TO NO. 1U VN ALL)-m
•SELACt MACHINE OUN SIU (CALIKOW
6 1. .30 CAL"
Ot. .DU CAL"
3. LAST MENUO
4. SYSTEM AdAUs .
MENTtR * TARGET DIRECTION-•
•ENTER TARGET RANGE IN WfiwS-".
•DEPTA CHARGE k;0WEWUL"
M i.  VWOP DEPT( 4;NAWUtZ"
ad. DEPTH QiAgUE SYSTEM S[Af#Jpw
3. LAST MEnu"
84. SYSTEM MENU"
aTr1E U&ITti CHMtGE SYSTEM IS W(EEN"
•ENTiA NUMBER
 OF DEi+Tt1 (S(ANGES •
"SELECT DEPTH CHAewi bizE"
1. 100 Kai"
2. 2^O its"
AJ. zW gum
"SET TIME SEGuacE (StCS)-Al
ASEf 0r.PTH CHARGE DEPTH (METt kS)-"
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APPENDIX D
Semantic Differential Scales
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APPENDIX E
Number Ssquenee
The follcwing nurtber sequences were used in the nw, r sequence
test.
SBOUENCE
NUMBER
SEQUENCE NEXT
NUMBER
RUZE
1. 2, 4, 6, S, 10, 12 (N+2)
2. 32, 16, S, 4, 2, 1 (N/2)
3. 1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 (Next Prime Number)
4. 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22 (N+(n+l)) n is the position)
5. 20 5 0 10, 17, 26, 37 (N+(2m+1))
6. 180, 175, 165, 150, 130,	 105 (N-(5n))
7. 254, 252, 248, 240 0 224 0	192 (N-2n)
8. 2, 4, 12, 48, 240, 1440 (N*(n+l))
9. 3, 8 1 27, 112 0 565, 3396 ((N*m)+n)
10. 3, S, 25, 100, 499, 2992 ((N*m)+(3-n))
Sequence Numbers 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 48 are taken from Lamt:, S, Mlathentical
Games
	
Puzzles	 i Fallacies, Anco Publishing Ccnpany, Inc., 219 Park Ave.,
South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003, 1977.
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APPENDIX F
Demographic Questionnarie
" *064,19191290A
01 L,"i ERAINATt IJiit2Y 11ITH CAdrt IAiit HI:fUkN-' j d I uuA
"OLcASE I WICAfE 
-fHt mul4fj OF YOUH",#A
"d I r{THJAY" , #AUA
	
"I	 JA,JUAkY",sA
"1 FtdkJAHY",#A
	
NJ
	 ,AAaC;H" ,,+A
	
0 4 	 A trK IL",#A
	
"D	 MAY" ,#A
	
"o	 JUNt1190A
	
"I
	 JULY" , #A
	
"8	 AUOub"i",rtA
	" y	 SEPTE ►AStitt" 90A
"lu ocruatkilloA
"11 dOV EAdEk" ,#A
0 12 UtCkA8th ",#AuA 9
 lo."ll
"*0" ,2 ,0,U, #A
"AdAT JAY 114 fHAi MUNTH tvtkE YOU dOKN?
",fAJA tsI.U"
"I ►^ r6iAT YEAR nEttE YOU BOriN?",#AuA,NAA"
"*0",5, 1 P,#A
"14H ICH O r; THc FOLLO#r INU L;ATAUGH ItS" , rA
"Uo YOU tic: ? FIT?",# AuA
	
"I	 SLATION uNcKATINU CREW 190A
	
"2	 SrAi ION j ANF ( ►SON Oj tEWANQ'46)1190A
	
"s	 i4tr WNTsI OL ON tt(ATION,'S" ,iA
	
04	 UTHck NO ►4 ,TAT IOI4 USA 0Eri6ONNtL'lq#A
	
"o	 Orrick N0,4 US ►d NEHSONNEL" q#AUA, ";"'l
" *00 so, 1 9 b #A
"eLEASC StLEL; l Trit Jots CATAUOkY", aA
"r+H ILd IS M06 AP? ROPWI Aic Tu it;j. ",RAJA
r' I	 uNEHATItkc:",#A
"e	 CLEkICAL" 9#A
	
"J	 ftiCHAICIAN",+fA
	
,. 4
	
ENU I N Etk" 9 0A
"n 	 trR OUNAMmtti"s#A
	
"V	 bUPEttVISOR1190A
"I	 MANA.itti" •rA
	
"ti	 Oi H1=rt" ,#AJA, "X»"
f
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•PLEASE INDICATE YOUR EXPERIECNCE USING 0s#A
"COMPUTER TERMINALS. SEUCT THE "$#A
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"YOUR EXPERIENCE."t#AOA
A l USE MEUADATA TERMINAL HUUTINcLY" t#AUA
0 2 USE MEGADATA TEWMINAL 000ASI0 ,1ALLY"t#A0A
9 3 USE U'THEK COAPUTER TERMINALS "t#A
RUUTINELY"t#AUA
"4 USE OTHER COMPUTER TERAINALS "t#A
"	 OCCASIOWALLY" t#AuA
"5 USE tnORD PROCESSORS PRIAAARILY"t#AOA
w o Du NOT USE ANY COAAP UTER TEki MI NALS" t #A0A
10 7 NWE OF Trio CATAGORIES FIT"t#A
".	 MY EXPERIENCE Mt LL" t#AUA q u;""
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APPENDIX G
Performance Plots
. The following are plots of the performance time ( seconds on the
vertical ordinate) against specific experience (horizontal ordinate) specific
experience is the number of times that specific oomw d was need.
There is a plot for each experimental system by format. The upper
curve is the ploted performance time and the lower curve is the think time.
The formats are identified in the upper right of the plot. They
are:
SF1 - short form mnemonic one format (with functionally listed manual)
SF2 - short form mnemonic two format (with alphabetic listed manual)
IF - long form mnemonic format
P - pronpted gormat
M - menu format
The specific task or experimental system is lister: in the upper
right corner as follows:
Ship	 - ship control system
Prop	 - propulsion control system
Radar - radar control system
Nan	 - navigation system
Cannon - ca=n fire control system
MG	 - machine gun fire control system
DC	 - depht charge fire control system
Tpd	 - torpedo fire control system
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1APPENDIX H
Semantic Differential Questionnarie Results
Following are the means for each format response for each smnantic
differential question.
" indicates significant to the 5% level.
SF1 - short form mw:onic am (functional manual)
SF2 - short form mnemonic two (alphabetic manual)
LF - long form memonic
P - Prompted
M - Menu
Comb - the aggreate mean for all formats
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APPENDIX I
First Attempt Performance Times
Following are comparisons of the First attempt performance times
(suds) for each format and each experimental system.
SYSTOOMW SF1 SF2 LF P M
Navigation 157 157 99 83 77
Propulsion 88 99 67 52 60
Ship Control 48 59 37 35 39
Radar 177 190 124 82 61
Cannon 121 160 87 81 77
Machine Gm 71 89 47 60 54
Depth Charge 51 92 40 31 36
Torpedo
Totals
72
—Tu-
79
-123-
41
-SU-
33
M-
43
Ur
Following are comparisons of the second attempt performance times
(seconds)
System/Format SF1 SF2 LF P M
Navigation 107 105 85 67 72
Propulsion 68 58 32 37 37
Ship Control 26 24 24 29 32
Radar 103 86 99 64 61
Cannon 127 158 83 82 76
Machine Gun 66 66 45 46 46
Depth Charge 49 53 33 37 38
Torpedo 78 70 48 38 39
Totals 624 620 449 400 401
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APPENDIX J
Specific Guideline Recommendations for
DSN Software Development
The following guidelines are offered for DSN Software Development.
They attempt to accomodate the DSN operations enviroment and to offer specific
recommendations for station software man computer interface designs. These
guidelines are presented with the fervent hope that they are not slavishly
followed without understanding the underlying rationale. They are a good
place to start the MCI design, but with adaptations to fit local requirements.
I. Primary Command Format - the aggregate level of learning of the DSN Station
Operations is relatively high. They use the operations software everyday
as an internal part of their job. The mnemonic command structure is
appropriate for these operators.
2. Secondary Command Formats - prompt command format should be used for the
stations initialization and configuration activity. This activity typi-
cally requires multiple inputs which must be entered in a specific sequence.
A prompt format insures that no command will be overlooked and that the
sequence is correct. Command sequences which control high risk activities
such as manual spacecraft commanding should use the prompt format. Again,
this reduces the potential for missing a command or entering a command
out of sequence. Programs which are used infrequently by the operators
should use the prompt format. The prompt format is appropriate here
because of the operator's lower level of learning.
3. Decision Span - this research indicates that decision span is one of the
more important parameters in MCI design. It is recommended that the
decision span at any one level of activity be limited to ten or less. If
the inherent decision span is larger than ten some form of hierarchical
structure or grouping identifier such as first character codes (for exam-
ple, TXX for a telemetry command) be used.
4. Command Arguments - the number of command arguments should be limited to
four or less.
5. Character Lengths - the number of characters in either the mnemonic code
or the arguments should be four or less. If an argument requires more
that four characters, it should be broken up into 4 or less character
groups with some logical delimiter (for example, time - 	 10:34:48).
6. Delimiters - the delimiters between arguments and between the mnemonic
code and the first argument should be a spare. Because the space is
the easiest character to type.
1. Command Structure - the command structure should be functionally related
to the activity that it is controlling. For example, the order of the
command arguments should be in the same order in which the operator
thinks of the system parameters.
J-1
8. Manual - the operator's manual should list the commands in functional
groupings to aid the operator's search activity.
9. Standard Names - similar commands in different systems should have
similar names. The same function should have the same names (for example,
HALT for program termination).
Summary
1. Use Mnemonic Command Format for operational software.
2. Use Prompt Command for:
a. Initialization
b. High risk commands
c. Low useage programs
3. The Decision Span should be 10 or less.
4. The Argument List should be 4 or less.
5. The number of characters should be 4 or less in any mnemonic or argument.
6. Use the spare character as a delimiter.
7. The Command Structure should be functionally related to the controlled
activity.
8. The Operator's Manual should be organized in a manner functionally
consistent with the system.
9. Standardize
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